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Executive summary 

This document is part of the ICT4YOUTHWORK project, an Erasmus+ project, funded by the European 
Commission, that aims to better enable youth organizations, youth services and youth workers in 
reaching young people and delivering to them activities that will ensure responsiveness to the trends 
in society such as the latest progress in technologies and digital media. 

It is the second deliverable of the project, following the O1 (Report on Good Practice Case Studies of 
Online Youth Work Practices), which identified 30 case studies on best practices in online youth work 
in Sweden, Greece, Portugal, Romania and UK, which can be replicated and adopted throughout 
Europe. This first report is available on the ICT4YOUTHWORK project website 
(http://www.ict4youthwork.eu/) under the results section. 

This project product was developed as a result of collaboration between project partners and aims to 
enhance the knowledge of youth workers for better uptake of ICT in their daily work and for 
delivering online youth work. This will be achieved by providing information on how to use the 
Internet to search for information and by listing a set of tools and provide practical examples on how 
they can be used in the daily life of a youth work organization and for youth work and giving 
information about these tools.  

The document has the following structure: 

 Executive summary 

 Introduction 

 Methodology 

 Tips on how to use social media for different purposes 

 Building Virtual Communities / Discussion Groups lists 

 Real time storytelling 

 Disseminating information on a Website  

 Project Management tools 

 General Data Protection Regulation 

 Conclusion 

 References 

 Glossary 

 Database of tools 

 

After the initial introduction to the document and the methodology, this project report will present 
information regarding the use of tools that can help the daily activity of youth organizations, dividing 
them in 5 chapters that have some tips each. Each tip is presented through the use of a template to 
make the document easier to read/understand that includes a general introduction, some strengths 
and weaknesses, risk and mitigations, followed by some examples of the use of tools by Youth 
Organizations on that tip and also some Tutorials/Guides/Links that can provide additional 
information. After this, a section related to General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is presented, 
followed by the conclusion of the report, the references and the presentation of a glossary of terms. 

http://www.ict4youthwork.eu/
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Introduction 

We present here a simple toolkit so that you, as a youth worker, learn more on how social media and 
other digital tools can help your youth work organisation, as well as what are the risks using these for 
young people. We will assume you know how to use the internet and social media on a basic level 
and that you have an email address as a youth organisation.  

These guidelines were put together for youth workers working with young people between 16 to 30 
years old, as teenagers under 16 may soon need parental consent to use Facebook and email under 
EU laws (Titcomb, 2015). 

As you are preparing to explore what the world of social media has to offer, take the time to fill the 
checklist below (Figure 1). This exercise will help you understand why social media could be useful to 
your organisation. We suggest that social media as a communication model should focus on dialogue 
with a clear goal and easy form of engagement in order to be fruitful. You might find that your 
organisation does not need social media at all! Also, do not forget to make sure that your audience is 
at least 16 years old before you try to engage them in social media activities.  

 

 

 

Figure 1 Simple Guide to Digital Social Media 
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If you want to know more on Designing a social media strategy go here: http://www.ccghr.ca/wp-
content/uploads/2014/06/CCGHR-Social-Media-Modules_Complete.pdf  

We will also present tools related to project management and internal communication within the 
youth organisation. When evaluating a tool for potential use within your youth organisation, you 
should make sure that your team has the skill sets to use it, as well as a proper understanding on why 
they are using it. 

 

http://www.ccghr.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/CCGHR-Social-Media-Modules_Complete.pdf
http://www.ccghr.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/CCGHR-Social-Media-Modules_Complete.pdf
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1. Methodology 

The development process of this document was based and adapted from the Book Sprint method1, a 
collaborative process aiming at producing a book within 3-5 days. The Book Sprint method has 5 
implementation steps: Conceptualising, Structuring, Writing, Editing and Production. The 
ICT4YOUTHWORK team adapted this method and produced the O2 report over a period of 4 months. 
The implementation steps are presented below: 

1. Conceptualising: A first workshop took place in Porto in March, where the team discussed 
the report’s concept and themes in a creative process. The main workshop exercise required 
participants to develop Mind Maps 2on the structure and contents of the O2 ( Figure 2 )The 
result was to generate new concepts and narrow down the scope of the document; 

2. Structuring: The concepts generated in the workshop in Porto were then organised into 
sections and chapters to create a first table of contents. The structure of the O2 was defined 
and the tools to be presented were chosen. The selection of tools was based on the 
information previously collected, treated and documented within the O1 (Report on Good 
Practice Case Studies of Online Youth Work Practices); 

3. Writing: The team produced content and collaborated in writing the report in an online 
document, having frequent teleconferences; 

4. Editing: The O2 document was reviewed before submission by four youth work organisations 
based in Romania, as well as youth educators from Stockholm University. The valuable 
feedback from reviewers around the content and structure of the O2, allowed the team to 
edit and reorganise the text according to their comments and insights; 

5. Production The final step was the production of the cover design and a final print-ready PDF 
version of the O2. The document was then made available to be distributed through the 
project website and social media. 

                                                           
1
 https://www.booksprints.net/ 

2
 A mind map is described as tool that is “able to show the overall structure of the topic or problem and lines and pictures. Unlike linear 

thinking techniques, mind mapping is a graphic technique that captures ideas and information” (Tee et al., 2014) 

https://www.booksprints.net/
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Figure 2 Mind Maps developed by the partners during the 3rd partner meeting  
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2. Tips on how to use social media for different purposes  

2.1. Do you want to create a Page on social media for your youth organisation? 

General 

You can make a Page for your youth organisation on social media and engage the millions of people currently 

using social media channels across the world. Whether it is on LinkendIn (https://www.linkedin.com/), 

Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/), Instagram (https://www.instagram.com/), Twitter 

(https://twitter.com/) or other social media, your Page should be treated as a “branded landing page”. This is 

where potential followers will learn more about your organisation! 
Youth organisations related to studying and career consulting tend to prefer a LinkedIn Company Page, as the 
LinkedIn is known for industry networking. For example, the LinkedIn Career Pages via your Company Page will 

allow you to posts jobs and recruit candidates (https://nonprofit.linkedin.com/hiring). 

A Facebook Page is often preferred by youth organisations, due to their members being active users on this 
platform.  
If you are an arts-oriented youth organisation, an Instagram profile can help you leverage the visual content 
you post.  
If you want to create an ongoing and direct dialogue with the youth or partner organisations, a Twitter profile 
might be a good idea. 

Strengths 

Social media can foster youth engagement and help youth organisations: 

 Interact with young people around the world; 

 Be found online by potential new members; 

 Enrich your communication with young people via multimedia communication; 

 Cut the cost of printing and reduce negative environmental impact; 

 Get feedback and listen to your members; 

 Get insightful data to understand the online engagement with your members (see Tip #3 If you want 
to want to know your website audience better?). 

Weaknesses 

 Additional resources may be needed to manage your online presence; 

 You might receive negative feedback. 

Risks 

 Social media allows the creation of anonymous profiles that could be used for bullying (cyberbullying) 
within your page/profile. In contrast with Instagram or Twitter, the Facebook Page or LinkedIn 
Company Page can’t be private or only visible to your followers; 

 Risk of hacking and information leaks; 

 Risk of inappropriate behaviour on your Page; 

 False claims by your organisation on your social media Page can be subject to consumer law. 

Mitigations 

https://www.linkedin.com/
https://www.facebook.com/
https://www.instagram.com/
https://twitter.com/
https://nonprofit.linkedin.com/hiring
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 Most of social media allows you to ban/block someone who publishes undesired content on your 
Page; 

 Prepare your social media policy procedures before setting up a social media Page. 
 

The following guidelines are recommended for Social Network Sites (SNS) (http://www.nya.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2014/06/Youth-Work-and-Social-Networking-Final-Report-August-2008.pdf). 

Examples 

 UF Stockholm (https://www.ufstockholm.com/) uses its Facebook public page to inform their 

members about upcoming events (meetings, lectures, organisation of visits etc.) and to report on 
events that have already taken place. They also use targeted advertising on Facebook to reach out to 
more individuals. Instagram is mostly used for visual reporting from their events and to market 
upcoming events by posting posters/other visual media. Twitter is used for shorter messages and 
contact/dissemination of information from partner/related organisations (such as their national 
mother organisation or other local organisations at different universities). 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

Here is a complete guide provided by Facebook on creating a page and enhancing your Page as a nonprofit: 

https://nonprofits.fb.com/topic/create-a-page/  

For more tips for Instagram for nonprofits here: https://visit.org/blog/en/instagram-nonprofits/  

For more tips on how to use Twitter for nonprofits go here: https://www.classy.org/blog/twitter-tips-
modern-nonprofit  

Check out LinkedIn for Nonprofits here (including tips): https://nonprofit.linkedin.com  

 

2.2. Do you want to keep your audience engaged with your feed? 

General 

Your members may not check your Facebook page, Twitter, Instagram or LinkedIn profile every day, but they 
might see your news posts on their feed.  
Sharing your news via social media with your members can strengthen engagement as it helps keeping them 
updated and allows them to “like”, “share” or “comment” on your posts (fostering participation).  
News can announce upcoming activities, cover events on the spot, describe past activities, etc. You can post 
news adding a short description text, hashtags, photos and/or videos. 
 
Tips: 
Only a few young people read long text in social media, whilst short videos are found to be more effective when 
communicating with them (Brandtzæg et al., 2015). The power of storytelling through a video can serve your 
mission to convey a message about your cause. The current high video mobile consumption on social media 
makes the choice of video for storytelling a strong one. Immersive moving format captures the gaze longer than 
static content. Are you unsure where to upload your videos? We recommend you check out YouTube’s 

Nonprofit Program (https://www.google.com/nonprofits/products/youtube-nonprofit-program.html), 
that offers a range of benefits. You can always make your YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/) videos 

private if you only want to share these among your community 

http://www.nya.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Youth-Work-and-Social-Networking-Final-Report-August-2008.pdf
http://www.nya.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Youth-Work-and-Social-Networking-Final-Report-August-2008.pdf
https://www.ufstockholm.com/
https://nonprofits.fb.com/topic/create-a-page/
https://visit.org/blog/en/instagram-nonprofits/
https://www.classy.org/blog/twitter-tips-modern-nonprofit
https://www.classy.org/blog/twitter-tips-modern-nonprofit
https://nonprofit.linkedin.com/
https://www.google.com/nonprofits/products/youtube-nonprofit-program.html
https://www.youtube.com/
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(https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/157177?co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop&hl=en). 

Strengths 

 You can time your news posts in advance; 

 Enables your members to promote your organisation by sharing your posts; 

 Drives traffic to your page or profile; 

 Can help individuals around the world to stay informed about your activities; 

 Fosters participation via comments; 

 Empowers your members by not limiting communication to traditional methods (e.g. email). 

Weaknesses 

 If you do not post content on a regular basis, your organization can become forgotten; 

 It takes a lot of time/effort to keep posting on a regular basis and you can simply do not have anything 
to “say”. 

Risks 

 The posts you or your members make publicly available can play a role in young people’s identity 
formation (e.g. exposure to negative content); 

 Sharing photos/videos of your members can impact their futures as their future employers might have 
access to these. Their peers might also be able to access media that members would not wish to share; 

 Social media allows the creation of anonymous profiles that could be used for bullying (cyberbullying) 
within your page/profile or posting content that is negative, harmful and violent. 

Mitigations 

 Do not post any material/content that is violent, offensive or harmful; 

 Do not use any comment or picture of a young person without permission (follow guidelines on p.8 on 
the use of digital and video images here: 

https://www.cvsnewcastle.org.uk/assets/files/networkinginvolving/youth_work_in_a_digital
_age_guidelines_June_2011_3.pdf); 

 You can make you Instagram account private. Only people you approve will be able to see your 
photos/videos; 

 You can protect your Tweets by only showing your tweets to people who you approved to follow you; 

 When you share a post on your LinkedIn feed you can choose to share publicly or to your connections; 

 You can disable posts by other people on your Facebook Page or review these before publishing them; 

 Although you cannot disable comments on a Facebook Page, check these guidelines on how to get 

around this issue: https://www.pcsteps.com/2273-disable-comments-on-a-facebook-page/.  

 
If you have a public online space for young people and you want to prevent inappropriate content, 
cyberbullying, etc. refer to the flow chart in Annex I. p 15 (2011) 

https://www.cvsnewcastle.org.uk/assets/files/networkinginvolving/youth_work_in_a_digital_age_g
uidelines_June_2011_3.pdf. 

Examples 

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/157177?co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop&hl=en
https://www.cvsnewcastle.org.uk/assets/files/networkinginvolving/youth_work_in_a_digital_age_guidelines_June_2011_3.pdf
https://www.cvsnewcastle.org.uk/assets/files/networkinginvolving/youth_work_in_a_digital_age_guidelines_June_2011_3.pdf
https://www.pcsteps.com/2273-disable-comments-on-a-facebook-page/
https://www.cvsnewcastle.org.uk/assets/files/networkinginvolving/youth_work_in_a_digital_age_guidelines_June_2011_3.pdf
https://www.cvsnewcastle.org.uk/assets/files/networkinginvolving/youth_work_in_a_digital_age_guidelines_June_2011_3.pdf
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 Unga Aktiesparare (https://www.ungaaktiesparare.se/) used Twitter to communicate with their 

podcast listeners in real-time via hashtags (more information in O1). In July 2016, Unga Aktiesparare 
started the #PrataPengar (TalkMoney) podcast, which ended up running until December 2017 and 
helped members learn more about stocks and savings. The live podcast touched upon different topics 
on stock exchange, retirement, etc. Whilst on air, the podcast leaders received real-time tweets from 
listeners using the hashtag #PrataPengar who expressed opinions or asked questions on the spot. 
Twitter was hence used to enable a two-way communication between listeners and podcast leaders in 

real-time. The podcasts were later released on iTunes (https://www.apple.com/itunes/), acast 

(https://www.acast.com/) and Soundcloud (https://soundcloud.com/). 

 Grön Ungdom (https://gronungdom.se/) posts inspirational YouTube videos on the organisation’s 

Twitter, Facebook and Instagram accounts (more information in O1). 

 Ungdomar’s (https://ungdomar.se/) website presents YouTube videos that tactfully explain different 

challenges that might be experienced during puberty such as low self-esteem, bullying, etc. The content 
is friendly to teenagers (more information in O1). 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

How to post and share contents on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/help/333140160100643/  

Guide on how to use Instagram: https://help.instagram.com/  

Guide on how to use Twitter: https://help.twitter.com/en  

Guide on how to use LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin?lang=en  

 

2.3. Do you want to want to know your social media audience better? 

General 

It is possible (and very important) to monitor the activity of your organization social media page(s), allowing 
you to know who your visitors are and what they are seeing and doing on the page(s). Some social platforms 
already provide the users some tools to analyse the traffic on the pages, as for example: 

 Facebook Insights (https://www.facebook.com/business/a/page/page-insights) 

 Instagram Insights (https://www.facebook.com/help/1533933820244654) 

 Twitter Analytics (https://analytics.twitter.com/about) 

 
Furthermore, there are some more very useful tools, either free or paid and that can provide analytics from 
one or many social media pages. You can find additional tools for managing this information on the links 
provided below. 

Strengths 

 Allows the user to get detailed information on the activity of the page(s), and with that information it 
is possible, if needed, to update it; 

 You get to know your audience better. 

Weaknesses 

 Some of the tools are totally paid or have paid functions; 

https://www.ungaaktiesparare.se/
https://www.apple.com/itunes/
https://www.acast.com/
https://soundcloud.com/
https://gronungdom.se/
https://ungdomar.se/
https://www.facebook.com/help/333140160100643/
https://help.instagram.com/
https://help.twitter.com/en
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/business/a/page/page-insights
https://www.facebook.com/help/1533933820244654
https://analytics.twitter.com/about
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 The conclusions taken from “reading” the available information can be hard to understand for 
someone who does not have an IT background. 

Examples 

 ZURY Association from Romania make use of the Facebook Insights along with its Facebook page, 

being able to track in this way the major age groups of people following their posts about their 
activities, projects and events that they organize, as well as their location. That makes it easier to 
target audience and participants for specific activities they develop or deliver. Also, it makes use of the 
relevant information contained in the Insights such as the posts which got most engagement among 
their main target groups concerned, the time when most of its followers are online or make use of 
Facebook, how many people have reached throughout their promotional posts, either paid or not 
paid, how many new people have seen the page and to what content its followers react the most 
(such as for e.g. a post with a visual content such as a video or images always gets more engagement 
throughout its audience than a simple text post). 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

Social media analysis tools: 

https://www.g2crowd.com/categories/social-media-analytics  

https://www.brandwatch.com/blog/top-10-free-social-media-monitoring-tools/  

https://blog.bufferapp.com/social-media-analytics-tools  

https://sproutsocial.com/insights/social-media-analytics-tools/  

 

2.4. Do you want to maximize awareness about your cause in social media? 

General 

If you want to make a campaign viral by getting your message shared by all your supporters on their social 

media account at the same time, consider using platforms such Thunderclap (https://www.thunderclap.it/) 

or Daycause (https://www.daycause.com/). Posting your message on Twitter or Facebook may no longer be 

enough. 
These are called “crowd-speaking” platforms as they enable you to be heard when all your supporters say 
something together (i.e. post the same campaign message at the same time on their social media accounts).  
For tips on Thunderclap and Daycause and the differences between the two platforms please read the 

information available on: https://medium.com/swlh/crowdspeaking-the-new-social-media-strategy-
88c68c74b40e. 

Strengths 

 Harness the power of crowd-speaking: get your message out to as many people as possible; 

 Your content/post will be shared by your members/supporters automatically at a chosen date; 

 Boosts your organisation’s social media reach whilst increasing awareness about your cause; 

 You will be joining forces with your members/supporters; 

 You can also contribute to other causes posted on these platforms; 

 Easy to use. 

https://zury.org/
https://www.g2crowd.com/categories/social-media-analytics
https://www.brandwatch.com/blog/top-10-free-social-media-monitoring-tools/
https://blog.bufferapp.com/social-media-analytics-tools
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/social-media-analytics-tools/
https://www.thunderclap.it/
https://www.daycause.com/
https://medium.com/swlh/crowdspeaking-the-new-social-media-strategy-88c68c74b40e
https://medium.com/swlh/crowdspeaking-the-new-social-media-strategy-88c68c74b40e
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Weaknesses 

 Some features are paid in Thunderclap and Daycause (check on “pricing” tab for each tool); 

 Thunderclap’s free version requires three days for campaign approval by the platform; 

 For your message to be spread on Thunderclap you will need to reach a target number of supporters. 

Risks 

 The core message (post) is unclear and goes out to the pages of hundreds of supporters, forcing 
readers to try finding further information on the campaign and eventually giving up; 

 Campaigns may struggle to stand out depending on your organisation’s size, etc. 

Mitigations 

 Keep your message clear. 

Examples 

 Jagvillhabostad.nu (http://jagvillhabostad.nu/) addresses the housing issue in Sweden, where 

400,000 young adults do not have their own house and live in unstable conditions. To invite youth to 
claim their right for housing and influence policy makers, campaigns against housing shortage are 
launched. For their campaign in 2017, they used Thunderclap, through which their supporters 
“supported” the cause by sharing a post as a one-time message on their personal Facebook, Twitter or 

Tumblr (https://www.tumblr.com/) account on a pre-selected date and time. 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

Guide on how to use DayCause: https://www.daycause.com/p/guide  

Guide on how to use Thunderclap with tips and past successes: https://www.thunderclap.it/start  

 

2.5. Do you intend to make your athletic activities more social? 

General 

If you are a sports/athletic youth organisation and you want to incentivise young people to exercise more, we 

recommend you use Strava (https://www.strava.com/) or one of its alternatives (pros and cons for each 

alternative can be found here: https://www.slant.co/options/3745/alternatives/~strava-alternatives).  

With Strava, users can record and share their activity on their feed, where their followers and friends can leave 
comments and give “kudos”. 
At the same time, Strava can help your members to measure their performance metrics and keep track of their 

progress. Strava has incredible plugins that can add further functions http://www.scarletfire.co.uk/strava-
sites/  

Strengths 

 Incentivise sports and thus a healthy lifestyle; 

http://jagvillhabostad.nu/
https://www.tumblr.com/
https://www.daycause.com/p/guide
https://www.thunderclap.it/start
https://www.strava.com/
https://www.slant.co/options/3745/alternatives/~strava-alternatives
http://www.scarletfire.co.uk/strava-sites/
http://www.scarletfire.co.uk/strava-sites/
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 Keep the young persons away from other possible bad habits/influences. 

Weaknesses 

 Youth can become too competitive, which could also lead to peer pressure, bullying, etc. 

Risks 

 Strava generates heatmaps showing people’s location when they train which could easily lead people 
to figure out where your members live. 

Mitigations 

 Encourage members to turn off their location information by going to their privacy settings and 

enabling “Create Privacy Zone” (see how https://www.wired.com/story/strava-privacy-settings-
how-to/) 

Examples 

 Team Surrey Triathlon Club (https://activity.ussu.co.uk/triathlon) uses Strava to increase 

competitiveness and tracking of activities but also networking at local and international level. Also 
they use Gamification as part of their engagement methods. It is called Surrey Moves. The university 

has created a platform through HiMotiv (https://www.himotiv.com/). Participants sync their 

devices and apps, for example iPhone, iWatch, Strava, Garmin, etc. in order to track their activities and 
gather points.  

 G.A.C. Holargos (https://www.gas-holargos.gr/) uses Garmin Connect 

(https://connect.garmin.com/en-US/) to increase competitiveness and to store, analyse and share 

the athlete’s fitness activities. An additional tool they use to monitor and highlight activities is Relive 

(https://www.relive.cc/). This is a free app, which turns runs and rides into 3D videos for free. Users 

get to share the highlights, stunning views and best moments of their adventures in a new way! They 
can find the nicest roads and trails, track their activity, and take some pictures. Relive works with 

Strava, Garmin Connect, Polar Flow (https://flow.polar.com/), etc. 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

Guide on how to use Relive: https://www.relive.cc/support  

Support on how to use Strava: https://support.strava.com/hc/en-us  

 
  

https://www.wired.com/story/strava-privacy-settings-how-to/
https://www.wired.com/story/strava-privacy-settings-how-to/
https://activity.ussu.co.uk/triathlon
https://www.himotiv.com/
https://www.gas-holargos.gr/
https://connect.garmin.com/en-US/
https://www.relive.cc/
https://flow.polar.com/
https://www.relive.cc/support
https://support.strava.com/hc/en-us
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3. Building Virtual Communities / Discussion Groups lists 

3.1. Do you want to create a Group for your members to interact? 

General 

You can choose Facebook Groups (https://www.facebook.com/groups/) or LinkedIn Groups 

(https://www.linkedin.com/groups/) if you want to create a space for you and your members to 

communicate around common interests and express your opinions in a more “private” way. They operate as 
discussion boards! 
It is up to you whether you make the group publicly available for anyone to join. These groups can require 
administrator (you) approval for members to join. You can choose to keep it private or by invitation only. 
Throughout the interviews realized on the elaboration of O1 we have seen that youth organisations related to 
studying and career consulting tend to prefer LinkedIn Groups, as the platform is known for industry 
networking. However, Facebook groups are often preferred by youth organisations, due to their members 
being active users on this platform. 
If you want to understand better what are the differences between Facebook Groups and LinkedIn Groups 

have a look here: http://socialmediasun.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Google-Plus-Community-
VS-Facebook-Group-VS-LinkedIn-Group.html  

Strengths 

 Groups allow members to interact about more specific topics such as job opportunities within the 
network; 

 Groups have the “invite only” feature limiting networks if wanted (“closed groups”); 

 You can create “Secret groups” (on Facebook) that are not visible in search results and can be joined 
via invitation only; 

 Members will be able to “follow” the group discussions; 

 Groups can help an individual who is for example about to move in your city to establish contact with 
you in an easy way. 

Weaknesses 

 Every group member will be able to have the contact of the other users; 

 One cannot control the time of posting by members (ex. Outside working hours). 

Risks 

 Members contacting you directly (through the private messages function). 

Mitigations 

 One-to-one communication between a worker and a young person should be avoided. All 
communication should take place in the group. 

Examples 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/
http://socialmediasun.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Google-Plus-Community-VS-Facebook-Group-VS-LinkedIn-Group.html
http://socialmediasun.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Google-Plus-Community-VS-Facebook-Group-VS-LinkedIn-Group.html
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 The University of Porto (www.uporto.pt) uses LinkedIn Groups for alumni, students and staff 

members, allowing them to maintain contact, share information about job opportunities, whilst 
promoting networking (for more information please read O1). 

 UF Stockholm uses Facebook private groups for internal discussions within the board, polls for 
different questions, to disseminate information about jobs/internship positions, and to share internal 
documents/policies ahead of e.g. board meetings etc. (for more information please read O1). 

 Sverok (https://sverok.se/) uses Facebook groups for sub-groups with specific interests. They also 

participate in other Facebook group to recruit members and expand their audience. 

 Freethem (http://www.freethem.no/) has a Facebook group for each location/city that it is active 

with smaller groups participating in each group. 

 Svenska Kyrkans Unga (https://svenskakyrkansunga.se/) in Sweden uses Facebook Groups to post 

job opportunities and to organise meetings or events directly with the members, etc. 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

Guide on how to create a Facebook Group: 

https://www.facebook.com/help/167970719931213?helpref=about_content   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KO3tK8YBJc  

Guide on how to create a LinkedIn Group: 

https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/6/creating-a-linkedin-group?lang=en   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhLaVaq4p-g  

3.2. Do you want to tell your story through a blog? 

General 

If you want to share your story as a youth worker or organisation to the broader blogging community from a 
more personal point of view and enjoy writing, you can start a blog. A blog can open up new dialogue between 
you and your members or other bloggers. It is a form of active involvement and engagement that can spark 
new conversations and evoke deeper emotions. 
If you want to blog as a youth organisation, it is important to target topics about which young people want to 
learn more and issues affecting their world, in order to create a vibrant virtual community. Aim at offering 
inspiring, original insight and opinions on a variety of topics to eventually turn your blog into a place for 
discussion. 
If you want to start a blog as a youth work organisation you can simply include it as a tab on your already up 
and running organisation’s website. If you want to blog independently as a youth worker you can look at the 

following options: a popular blogging platform is Wordpress.org (https://wordpress.org/) (self-hosting) 

which has minimal costs for web hosting. Blogger (https://www.blogger.com/) is another blog-publishing 

service that is free of charge (provided by Google). Their differences are well explained here, in favor of 

Wordpress (http://www.wpbeginner.com/opinion/wordpress-vs-blogger-which-one-is-better-pros-
and-cons/). Not sure if blogging is the right thing for you? If you agree with the “15 Reasons I Think You Should 

Blog” article perhaps you should go for it! (http://www.becomingminimalist.com/15-reasons-i-think-you-
should-blog/ ) 

 
PS. WordPress.org and WordPress.com are two different platforms. Their differences can be found here 

http://www.wpbeginner.com/beginners-guide/self-hosted-wordpress-org-vs-free-wordpress-com-
infograph/ 

http://www.uporto.pt/
https://sverok.se/
http://www.freethem.no/
https://svenskakyrkansunga.se/
https://www.facebook.com/help/167970719931213?helpref=about_content
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KO3tK8YBJc
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/6/creating-a-linkedin-group?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhLaVaq4p-g
https://wordpress.org/
https://www.blogger.com/
http://www.wpbeginner.com/opinion/wordpress-vs-blogger-which-one-is-better-pros-and-cons/
http://www.wpbeginner.com/opinion/wordpress-vs-blogger-which-one-is-better-pros-and-cons/
http://www.becomingminimalist.com/15-reasons-i-think-you-should-blog/
http://www.becomingminimalist.com/15-reasons-i-think-you-should-blog/
http://www.wpbeginner.com/beginners-guide/self-hosted-wordpress-org-vs-free-wordpress-com-infograph/
http://www.wpbeginner.com/beginners-guide/self-hosted-wordpress-org-vs-free-wordpress-com-infograph/
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Strengths 

 You have the opportunity to inspire your readers who can read your texts for free; 

 You can connect your blog to your social media (tips for Wordpress: 

https://en.support.wordpress.com/publicize/); 

 You receive comments and your readers can share on their social media, making your blog more 
acknowledged. 

Weaknesses 

 Blogging takes time and writing on a consistent basis; 

 Long texts can be discouraging. 

Risks 

 If you pick Blogger, there are risks that Google can decide to shut down your blog, as It is not owned 
by you; 

 You can share too much of your personal life. 

Mitigations 

 With WordPress you own all your data and control information shared with third parties. 

Examples 

 Astronomisk Ungdom (https://www.astronomiskungdom.se/) regularly updates their website with 

blog posts which they distribute via their monthly newsletter which also includes different tips, 
pictures and links to get registered; 

 In Ungdomar’s blog, the youth organisation’s teenage members can find interviews from inspiring 
persons in Sweden (ex. entrepreneurs), as well as tips or advices on different topics of interest (such 
as “how to handle stress”, “how to handle your own finances”, etc.). 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

Step-by-step guide about blogging included here “The Best Blogging Platform & Blog Sites 2018”: 

https://firstsiteguide.com/tools/blogging/ 

The Characteristics of a Blog: https://firstsiteguide.com/characteristics-of-blog/  

How to Start a Successful Blog in 2018 https://www.theminimalists.com/blog/  

3.3. How can you create a database of stakeholders and email them? 

General 

If you want to share information by email there are some tools that can help you with the creation of the 
database of contacts, the email itself, a newsletter, etc. Below are presented two of these tools: 

Mailchimp (https://mailchimp.com/) has a free and a paid version and gives the user the possibility, among 

other functions to create targeted email or ad campaigns and target audience based on behaviour and 
preferences. 

https://en.support.wordpress.com/publicize/
https://www.astronomiskungdom.se/
https://firstsiteguide.com/tools/blogging/
https://firstsiteguide.com/characteristics-of-blog/
https://www.theminimalists.com/blog/
https://mailchimp.com/
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SendBlaster (http://www.sendblaster.com/), has a free and a paid version and it allows you to create 

newsletters and manage lists directly on your desktop and use a cloud email tracking service to handle 
reporting and improve your email campaigns. 

Strengths 

 Allows you to, on a very easy way, share information (for example to create and send newsletters) to 
your stakeholders; 

 Facilitates the management of data related to contacts lists. 

Weaknesses 

 Creating databases of contacts and maintaining them updated can be very time consuming; 

 Learning how to properly use these tools can be hard; 

 Some of functions of these tools are paid. 

Risks 

 The new General Data Protection Regulation (GPDR) comes with very straight rules regarding data 
management. You can find additional information on GDPR on a separate section of this document. 

Mitigations 

 You can find more information on the new GPDR on the links below: 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/justice-and-fundamental-rights/data-
protection/2018-reform-eu-data-protection-rules_en   

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection_en   

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/rules-business-and-
organisations_en  

https://www.gdpreu.org/  

http://www.sepaforcorporates.com/thoughts/7-epic-gdpr-general-data-protection-
regulation-infographics/ 

Examples 

 ZURY Association from Romania uses Mailchimp in order to maintain its data base contacts and 
interact with its members, volunteers and young people who have expressed their interest to be up to 
date with the activity and the projects of the organization as well as with announcements about 
different local or international opportunities, events, projects or activities. Mailchimp let them 
personalize the information with the newsletter, which can help better attain their audience, engage 
their participants, members and young people in general, as well as can constitute as a form of a 
brand creation for the structure. 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

Guides on how to use Mailchimp:  https://mailchimp.com/resources/guides/  

SendBlaster support page: http://www.sendblaster.com/en/support  

 

http://www.sendblaster.com/
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/justice-and-fundamental-rights/data-protection/2018-reform-eu-data-protection-rules_en
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/justice-and-fundamental-rights/data-protection/2018-reform-eu-data-protection-rules_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/rules-business-and-organisations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/rules-business-and-organisations_en
https://www.gdpreu.org/
http://www.sepaforcorporates.com/thoughts/7-epic-gdpr-general-data-protection-regulation-infographics/
http://www.sepaforcorporates.com/thoughts/7-epic-gdpr-general-data-protection-regulation-infographics/
https://mailchimp.com/resources/guides/
http://www.sendblaster.com/en/support
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4. Real time storytelling 

4.1. Do you want to showcase moments from your events? 

General 

Snapchat Stories (https://www.snapchat.com/), Instagram Live and Facebook Live are the best platforms 

that can bring your events and experiences to your members’ devices, sometimes in real-time! 
These platforms showcase the moments your captured (photos or videos) to your community for a period of 24 
hours. Just make sure you send your photos or videos to a selected group (see “Tutorials/Guides/Links” section 
of this tip). 
When viewing your moments, your members can send you comments and interact with you via messaging 
during the 24 hours that the “stories” are available to watch. 
Selecting a platform can be hard. That’s why we give you tips below when to use what depending on your 
needs: 
Snapchat Stories allows you to create a “group Story” with your members. This feature is interactive as it allows 
you to send snaps to your group (with your members), but also allows them (your members) to contribute to 
the story with their own snaps! Choose Snapchat if you want your videos to be max. 10 seconds long. 
Depending on where your community is more active, choose Instagram Live or Facebook Live if you want to 
broadcast your events live for real-time engagement. You can do this directly from the Instagram and Facebook 
apps via your page or groups (in Facebook). Viewers will be then able to comment while you are broadcasting 
live. Just announce to your members that you are going live ahead of time. 
If you want your video to become a permanent post on your feed, choose Facebook as your members will be 
able to view it at any time. 

Strengths 

 Four dimensions that engage your members: immersion, immediacy, interaction and sociality 

(Haimson & Tang, 2017); 
 Market your events, activities, etc; 

 The quality is good; 

 It is popular; 

 It is easy. 

Weaknesses 

 Additional resources may be needed to manage your online presence; 

 You might receive negative comments; 

 Timing and when to start the stream can be difficult when you are in the middle of an event; 

 Videos are not saved on some platforms; 

 Your battery life will drop instantly (bring a power bank). 

Risks 

 Snap Map (in Snapchat) shares the exact location of the user in real time which can be unsafe as it can 
create privacy issues (stalking) that can put young users in danger or even lead to larger societal 
threats (Schlesinger & Day, 2017); 

https://www.snapchat.com/
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 Your followers will receive a notification on their devices when you go live, which can disturb them 
while studying, etc.; 

 Needs time and dedication within your organisation; 

 Needs to be consistent once you catch traction as you engage with your members in real time in a 
dynamic way; 

 Certain interactive aspects can cause challenges such as volume and content of comments that can be 
offensive (Haimson & Tang, 2017). 

Mitigations 

 Discourage your members from using Snap Map as it lets users see each other’s location; 

 Encourage your members to turn off their notification settings whilst studying or involved in activities 
that require concentration; 

 Limit who sees your Story by changing your privacy settings; 

 Avoid tagging people if you make your posts public; 

 Test sound quality before you go live or shoot a video (avoid background noise); 

 Snapchat to stop retaining location data on under-16s in Europe (Bradshaw, 2018).  
 
Also refer to #4 Do you want to create captivating images and presentations?, under project management tools 
to see what you can do to create digital content (videos/photos). 

Examples 

 Youth work organisations such as Freethem, Svenska Kyrkans Unga and Astronomisk Ungdom take 
videos during their events and post these on Snapchat Stories. 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

How to use Snapchat Stories: https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-use-snapchat-beginners-
guide/#stories  

How to use Facebook Live: 

https://live.fb.com/about/  

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/facebook-live-guide   

https://www.facebook.com/facebookmedia/blog/tips-for-using-live   

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2017/07/31/facebook-live-guide  

 
  

https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-use-snapchat-beginners-guide/#stories
https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-use-snapchat-beginners-guide/#stories
https://live.fb.com/about/
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/facebook-live-guide
https://www.facebook.com/facebookmedia/blog/tips-for-using-live
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2017/07/31/facebook-live-guide
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5. Disseminating information on a Website 

In this chapter, we assume that your youth organisation has a website in order to consider the 
following tips. If you do not have a website and need one, we recommend this comprehensive guide 
on how to make one: https://websitesetup.org/. 

It intends to provide information on how you can make information available online, give some hints 
on how to make sure you can find the right information, how to enhance the probability of the 
information you share online is found by others. 

5.1. Do you want to be found? 

General 

The world wide web is a serious database of information and it could be said that you can find everything you 
need online, either as text, image, video or sound format. This means that the information that you share on a 
website might be not so easy to be found by your stakeholders.  
When someone searches for information it is very important to make sure that he/she is using the best ways 
and using all the possibilities to search for the information that he/she is looking for, otherwise he/she might 
end up not finding the information he/she is searching for. Taking this into consideration you should know that 
you can optimize/affected the way that information is searched/located by the search engines, so that you can 
expand your visibility online and thus, become more acknowledged. This can be done, among other 

possibilities, by using, for example Google Adwords (https://adwords.google.com/home/)or Search Engine 

Optimization (SEO). 
Google AdWords is an online advertising service developed by Google, where advertisers pay to display brief 
advertising copy, product listings, and video content within the Google ad network to web users. With the use 
of this you will be able to have more visibility of your organization. On the examples section of this chapter you 
can find additional information on this tool. Check Google for nonprofits 

(https://www.google.com/nonprofits/) for more opportunities and tips on Google AdWords. 

SEO is the process of affecting the online visibility of a website or a web page in a web search engine's unpaid 
results—often referred to as "natural", "organic", or "earned" results. In general, the earlier (or higher ranked 
on the search results page), and more frequently a website appears in the search results list, the more visitors 
it will receive from the search engine's users. 
SEO may target different kinds of search, including image search, video search, academic search, news search, 
and industry-specific vertical search engines. SEO differs from local search engine optimization in that the latter 
is focused on optimizing a business' online presence so that its web pages will be displayed by search engines 
when a user enters a local search for its products or services. The former instead is more focused on national or 
international searches. 
As an Internet marketing strategy, SEO considers how search engines work, the computer programmed 
algorithms which dictate search engine behaviour, what people search for, the actual search terms or keywords 
typed into search engines, and which search engines are preferred by their targeted audience. Optimizing a 
website may involve editing its content, adding content, doing HTML, and associated coding to both increase its 
relevance to specific keywords and to remove barriers to the indexing activities of search engines. 
In order to make sure that you and the information you are sharing online is presented on the results of the 
search engines you should: 

 Add target keywords in the links or URLs (Uniform Resource Locator); 

 Use readable URLs only, as it makes it easier for search engines to find you and if there is a need to 
separate words on a URL you should user hyphens; 

https://websitesetup.org/
https://adwords.google.com/home/
https://www.google.com/nonprofits/
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 No dot use capital letters in your URLs, as they are case sensitive, the use of capital letter can make it 
harder for search engines to find that URL; 

 Be relevant and have quality contents, as search engines try to provide the most relevant results to a 
searcher’s query; 

 Have a fast loading and multi-platform website; 

 Use appropriate meta description (the short paragraph of text that appears under a page’s URL in the 
search result); 

 Tag you images as accurately as possible as it will increase the chances of your images appearing on 
searches made by the users; 

 Do not overload the website with keywords, repeating them everywhere; 

 Avoid the use of ads as it will not only affect the readability of your website but also the loading time; 

 Avoid having duplicated content as other websites, search engine might not bring up the website in 
search results. 

Strengths 

 The use of these tools can substantially increase the visibility of your website, and thus, your 
recognition either at local, regional, national or international level. This can bring contacts from more 
youth organizations and other similar entities. 

Weaknesses 

 This is not a very easy or straightforward process. 

Risks 

 The use of these tools takes time and/or money and demands knowledge/skills that might not exist on 
the staff of your youth organization. 

Mitigations 

 The use of free eLearning platforms, like Coursera (https://www.coursera.org/) or edX 

(https://www.edx.org/), can help obtaining the needed knowledge/skills. 

Examples 

 ZURY Association uses most of its time the SEO feature which their website/blog posts, in order to be 
found easily by potential young people and participants or partners who can join their events and 
projects. The SEO feature let them make use of specific terms which are commonly use among its 
potential audience, more connected with their work and thus, making it easier for the organization to 
appear in Google searches or other web searches, having better chances to be known locally, 
nationally or internationally. 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

List of Search Engines: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_search_engines   

Guide on the use of Google AdWords: 

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/6146252?hl=en&utm_medium=et&utm_campaign=en
&utm_source=ww-ww-et-b2bfooter_adwords&_ga=2.14246334.886612459.1525865402-

https://www.coursera.org/
https://www.edx.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_search_engines
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/6146252?hl=en&utm_medium=et&utm_campaign=en&utm_source=ww-ww-et-b2bfooter_adwords&_ga=2.14246334.886612459.1525865402-2127553964.1525865402
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/6146252?hl=en&utm_medium=et&utm_campaign=en&utm_source=ww-ww-et-b2bfooter_adwords&_ga=2.14246334.886612459.1525865402-2127553964.1525865402
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2127553964.1525865402  

Guide on how Google AdWords works: https://www.wordstream.com/articles/what-is-google-adwords  

Guide on SEO:  

https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/7451184?hl=en  

https://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo    

https://searchengineland.com/guide/seo    

https://blog.kissmetrics.com/seo-guide/  

5.2. Do you want to want to know your website audience better? 

General 

A very important part of managing a website/blog is to control/get insight on the access to that resource, for 
example who is visiting, from where, how long do they stay, what pages do they see, do they return and many 

other information. For this, tools like Google Analytics (https://www.google.com/analytics/) can be used. 

Google Analytics is a set of integrated data-and-marketing analysis products that allows to analyse consumer 
behaviour, develop relevant insights, and then provide a more engaging brand experience. 
There are others types of information that you can get from analysing your website that can help improving its 
quality, accessibility and usage. Some links with lists on those tools are available on the Tutorials/Guides/Links 
section, below. 

Strengths 

 Allows the user to get detailed information on the traffic of the organizations page(s), and with that 
information it is possible, if needed, to update it; 

 You get to know your audience better  

Weaknesses 

 Some of the tools are totally paid or have paid functions; 

 The conclusions taken from “reading” the available information can be hard to understand for 
someone who does not have an IT background. 

Examples 

  

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

Google Analytics 360 Suite Help Center: https://support.google.com/360suite/?visit_id=1-
636615436281680992-2841567378&p=analytics_solutions&rd=2#topic=6292521  

Website analysis tools:  

http://www.razorsocial.com/website-analysis-tools/  

https://www.business2community.com/seo/25-powerful-website-audit-tools-check-01570949  

https://www.inc.com/guides/12/2010/11-best-web-analytics-tools.html   

https://www.wordstream.com/articles/what-is-google-adwords
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/7451184?hl=en
https://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo
https://searchengineland.com/guide/seo
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/seo-guide/
https://www.google.com/analytics/
https://support.google.com/360suite/?visit_id=1-636615436281680992-2841567378&p=analytics_solutions&rd=2#topic=6292521
https://support.google.com/360suite/?visit_id=1-636615436281680992-2841567378&p=analytics_solutions&rd=2#topic=6292521
http://www.razorsocial.com/website-analysis-tools/
https://www.business2community.com/seo/25-powerful-website-audit-tools-check-01570949
https://www.inc.com/guides/12/2010/11-best-web-analytics-tools.html
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6. Project Management tools 

Project management is not always straightforward, as some projects might be simple (for example 
the development of a report) and other very complex (for example the organization of a 5-day event, 
for 200 persons). According to the objective and complexity of the project, the team to implement it, 
the available resources and the target group, project management tools can be used to make the 
development of the project an easier process and assure that the expected results are met. 

A project management tool can then be used help plan, organize, develop and manage resources and 
a team. Depending on the tools, functionality they may include estimation and planning, scheduling, 
costs management, resource allocation, collaboration software, communication, decision-making, 
workflow, risk, quality, documentation and administration systems.  

6.1. Do you want to manage your projects on a more efficient way? 

General 

The available tools for project management can be very useful as they allow you to make sure that all of the 
team as all the necessary information to deal with the tasks that are needed. Please find below some examples 
of these tools: 

Trello (www.trello.com) is a simple to use project management tool that, through the use of boards (as 

project) and cards (messages) makes it easy to share information between a team. 

Asana (https://asana.com/) is a web tool that gives the users the possibility to easily manage a project by 

sharing documents, tasks, deadlines, responsibilities, milestones and results. 

Strengths 

 These tools allow teams to be more productive as they allow the share of information on a centralized 
space; 

 Every team member will have access to all the information. 

Weaknesses 

 It might take some time to learn how to proper use the tools. 

Risks 

 A user can, inadvertently delete files/information available. 

Mitigations 

 The person in charge of the project should make regular backups of the information. 

Examples 

 Contextos uses Trello for the management of their projects. By allowing the integration of various 

apps, for example, they use the Team Gantt app and Google Drive, allowing them to manage and 
organize all the tasks, checklists, deadlines, data, actually all the day-to-day of the organization. In 

http://www.trello.com/
https://asana.com/
http://www.contextos.org.pt/
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their board they have five lists: 1) Team – where they explain the newcomers how to work with Trello; 
2) Priorities; 3) Running Projects; 4) Projects in Development; and 5) Finished Projects. The purpose of 
this framework is to organize all the work of Contextos, offering an overview of what is happening 
currently within the organization. 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

Support on how to use Trello: https://help.trello.com/  

Guide on how to use Asana: https://asana.com/guide  

6.2. Do you want to be able to share files with your team? 

General 

The available tools for file sharing can be that can be very useful for sharing all kinds of files with your team. 
Please find below some examples of these tools: 

Google Drive (https://www.google.com/drive/) that allows the users to create/modify, upload, store and 

organize text files, spreadsheets, presentations, forms, pictures and diagrams and maps. It also lets you share 
all of the previous mentioned functions and files with your team (giving the possibility of two or more persons 

work on the same file simultaneously). Check Google for nonprofits (https://www.google.com/nonprofits/) 

for more opportunities and tips.  

Dropbox (https://www.dropbox.com/) allows its users to easily share, sync and find documents that are 

hosted in one central place. 

Mega (https://mega.nz/) is a is a cloud storage and file hosting service that is known for its security features. 

Strengths 

 You can easily share files with every one you want  

 Some tools allow users to create/update/work on the same document simultaneously. 

Weaknesses 

 Some of these services have limitations (for example the size of the files that you can upload) or have 
paid features. 

Risks 

 Putting sensitive information online that can be accessed by other persons. 

Mitigations 

 Make sure that you have your information protected (for example by putting a password on the 
shared files). 

Examples 

 ZURY Association uses MEGA in order to share and store/achieve materials from different projects and 
activities, mostly visual content such as videos and photos, being easily accessible by different stuff 

https://help.trello.com/
https://asana.com/guide
https://www.google.com/drive/
https://www.google.com/nonprofits/
https://www.dropbox.com/
https://mega.nz/
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members, volunteers based on a singular username/e-mail address and password. The use of the tool 
is free for up to 50GB of stored content. 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

Google Drive Guide: https://support.google.com/drive/?hl=en#topic=14940   

Dropbox Help Webpage: https://www.dropbox.com/help 

6.3. Do you want to keep contact with your team? 

General 

The available tools for contacting can be can be very useful to keep your team updated regarding all the 
communication. Besides these tools there are some tools that are aggregators of a variety of communication 
tools, allowing to have all the communication on the same, centralized, tool. Please find below some examples 
of these tools: 

WhatsApp (https://www.whatsapp.com/) is a free tool that allows its users to share messages, documents, 

photos and videos, either to only one person or to a group. 

Slack (https://slack.com/) is a communication tool that allows the user to receive information from a variety 

of other tools as for example WhatsApp, Google Drive and Facebook. 

Strengths 

 The use of these kind of tools makes it very easy for the entire team to always have the latest 
information. 

Weaknesses 

 Can be a distraction on the execution of the daily activities/work if used as a conversation/chat 
between the users. 

Risks 

 The loss of working time, due to the use of these tools. 

Mitigations 

 Create procedures for the use of the tools. 

Examples 

 Educatio Association (www.asociatiaeducatio.ro) (a Romanian association) has set up a concrete 

method of communication using WhatsApp that allows users to easily recognize that the message 
received was sent from the organization. Each project has an identity and it`s structured as such: 

o Group Name: Project Title/Education/Year 
o Message content 
o Event Name/Deadline/Description 
o Event Name/Deadline/Request 

https://support.google.com/drive/?hl=en#topic=14940
https://www.dropbox.com/help
https://www.whatsapp.com/
https://slack.com/
http://www.asociatiaeducatio.ro/
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o Project Name/Deadline/Request 
o Project Name/Deadline/Task Inform 

Each WhatsApp group has the members allocated to each project. When a message is sent to the 
WhatsApp group, the members within that group are notified instantly. 

 Bee Active is an association for young people that uses Slack to manage their internal projects. 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

WhatsApp support page: https://faq.whatsapp.com/  

Guide on how to use Slack: https://get.slack.help/hc/en-us/categories/360000049043-getting-started  

6.4. Do you want to create captivating images and presentations? 

General 

The available tools to create images or presentations can be very useful as they allow you to make very 
attractive images and presentations that can help to engage your target audience. Please find below some 
examples of these tools: 

Prezi (https://prezi.com/) allows the user to create (alone or in a team), present and analyse (trough their 

analytics tool) remarkable presentations, on a very easy way. 

Canva (https://www.canva.com/) for nonprofits (https://about.canva.com/canva-for-nonprofits/) gives 

the organization the access to Canva for Work’s premium features for up to 10 people for free. This software 
gives the possibility to design presentations, social media graphics, and more with thousands of beautiful 
layouts. 

Strengths 

 The use of these tools will make it easier for youth organizations to engage with the target audience 
and share their message 

Weaknesses 

 Creating graphics/images can be very time consuming, even more for someone without previous 
knowledge/background on the subject 

Risks 

 The use of these tools takes time and/or money and demands knowledge/skills that might not exist on 
the staff of your youth organization. 

Mitigations 

 The use of free eLearning platforms, like Coursera (https://www.coursera.org/) or edX 

(https://www.edx.org/), can help obtaining the needed knowledge/skills. 

Examples 

 International volunteers and local volunteers of ZURY Association use Prezi as a support material 

https://www.facebook.com/Bee-Active-Timisoara-168901659798791/
https://faq.whatsapp.com/
https://get.slack.help/hc/en-us/categories/360000049043-getting-started
https://prezi.com/
https://www.canva.com/
https://about.canva.com/canva-for-nonprofits/
https://www.coursera.org/
https://www.edx.org/
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content for their presentations, language classes and workshops that they deliver to local youngsters, 
making it as such more interesting and captivating for their beneficiaries. 

 Ofensiva Tinerilor uses Prezi to create interactive presentation materials with creative layouts and 

graphics, and by doing so the Association manages to catch the attention of its audience and engages 
them in a unique journey.  

 AT4T is a non-governmental cultural association from Romania that uses Canva to create all the 

needed materials for their communication and dissemination, like posters, images, etc.). For more 
information see O1. 

Tutorials/Guides/Links 

Complete guide for Canva to social media for nonprofits: https://www.canva.com/learn/social-media-for-
nonprofits/  
Prezi support page: https://prezi.com/support/  

http://www.ofensivatinerilor.ro/
http://www.at4t.org/
https://www.canva.com/learn/social-media-for-nonprofits/
https://www.canva.com/learn/social-media-for-nonprofits/
https://prezi.com/support/
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7. General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

Step 1: Scope of the assessment  

This Privacy Impact Assessment (“PIA”) examines the privacy issues associated with collecting, 
handling and sharing information about young people within the context of online youth work. The 
PIA was produced by Myrsini Glinos at eGovlab Stockholm University, based on Liane Colonna’s3 
research within the eSkills Match project4. The PIA was approved by Stockholm University’s Data 
Protection Officer Benita Falenius. 

The central purpose of this PIA is to examine the privacy issues associated with collecting and sharing 
personal data about individuals (i.e. young people) on online channels (social media, blogs, website, 
etc.) managed by a youth work organisation. In particular, the PIA seeks to identify the privacy 
impacts and to develop an appreciation of those impacts from the perspective of young people, 
members to a youth work organisation.  

It further seeks to identify ways in which negative impacts on privacy can be avoided taking into 
account the forthcoming General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”). Where negative impacts on 
privacy are found to be unavoidable, it seeks to ensure that justifications for the processing of 
personal data are made as clearly and transparently as possible. 

Step 2: Personal data 

The GDPR applies to “personal data5” and to “data collectors6”. Youth work organisations can be 
“data collectors” as they may collect “personal data” such as photographs and videos of their 
members (i.e. young people) during activities, events or similar and store these in electronic form on 
computer or device.  These photographs or videos taken by youth workers may contain personal 
data about individuals as these record the actions of individuals. Youth work organisations may also 
share sensitive information concerning political or religious beliefs, personal data regarding the state 
of health or sex life of individuals. Once published online, the same data may be personal data in the 
hands of another data controller depending on the potential impact of the processing on individuals.  
  

                                                           
3
 Dr. Liane Colonna is an assistant professor of Law and IT at Stockholm University and a member of the Swedish Law and Informatics 

Research Institute (IRI). She obtained her Doctor of Laws (LLD) degree in Law and IT from Stockholm University in May 2016. 

4
 Dr. Liane Colonna’s research results and PIA report for the EU project e-Skills Match was submitted to the EC as a non-public document. 

5
 Personal data: any information relating to an identifiable person who can be identified by reference to an identifier (ex. location data). 

6
 Data collectors: the entity deciding the purpose and the means of data collection. 
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Step 3: Privacy risk assessment and recommendations  

Description of the 
privacy principle  

Assessment of 
compliance/ Risk  

Recommendation   

Lawfulness:  It is a basic 
principle of data 
protection that 
“personal data must be 
processed fairly and 
lawfully.” Essentially, 
lawfulness means that 
a data controller meets 
its legal obligations 
regarding the 
processing of personal 
data.  In the EU 
context, this means, for 
example, that the data 
processing adheres to 
the conditions set forth 
in the GDPR, especially 
Article 6 setting forth 
the legal grounds for 
processing, as well as 
Articles 7 and 8 of the 
Charter of 
Fundamental Rights of 
the European Union 
and Article 8 of the 
ECHR.  

 

Young people are 
not given details of 
informed consent  

 

Ensure that young people are appropriately notified before information or 
data (includes photographs) is collected from them and stored in any 
system or social media channel. Specifically, inform individuals of the 
following:  

 The fact that information or data is being collected, 

 The purposes for collection,  

 The intended recipients, 

 Whether supply is mandatory or voluntary, and 

 The rights of access to correct it.  

 

Develop a robust process on capturing consent in accordance with the 
requirements of the GDPR. This process should involve, among other 
things, a privacy notice outlining any disclosure and privacy protections 
afforded to the individual.  It should also involve consent being obtained 
by a positive action by the individual, rather than being assumed as the 
default. The consent must be freely given, specific, informed and 
unambiguous (note: silence or inactivity will not constitute consent).  

 

Ensure consent to processing is distinguishable, clear, and is not 
“bundled” with other written agreements or declarations.  

 

Ensure that separate consents are obtained for distinct processing 
operations.  

 

Implement a mechanism to verify that the young people who want to 
become members at the youth work organisation provided the consent.  

 

Implement a mechanism to demonstrate that consent was given. In other 
words, ensure that there is a system for recording consent and that there 
is an effective audit trail. 

 

Ensure that individuals are able to withdraw their consent at any time. In 
other words, there should also be an easily accessible option to opt out 
again at any time. 

 

Provide notice to data subject that while they have the right to withdraw 
consent at any time, this will not affect the lawfulness of processing based 
on consent before its withdrawal.  

Lawfulness  
The youth work 
organisation does 
not sufficiently 

Provide a privacy notice/policy that clearly articulates the ways that the 
youth work organisation may use an individual’s personal data such as:  
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inform its 
members (young 
people) about who 
can find them 
online, see what 
they post and 
follow them on the 
social media 
channels. 
Inadequate 
disclosure controls 
increase the 
likelihood of 
information being 
shared 
inappropriately. 

 to communicate with him or her regarding the youth work 
organisation’s activities 

 to communicate with him or her regarding educational 
opportunities related to their self-development goals 

 

Inform young people about the privacy notice/policy at the initial stage of 
registration and before any information is collected.   

 

Make the privacy policy easily accessible on the website.   

 

Ensure that during the registration phase, young people can select a level 
of interaction and how much public visibility they want to have.   

 

Warn young people about the various risks associated with sharing 
different kinds of data.  

 

Provide individuals with different options on sharing and removing their 
content and inform them about who can see the information they share. 
Here, special attention should be paid to the fact that it is possible for 
employers who search for certain candidate profiles to see an individual’s 
posts, profile, etc. Individuals should be provided with an option to limit 
the relevation of all of this information if they so desire, particularly 
photographs. A suggestion is to avoid tagging photographs by default and 
then to give young people the option to do so themselves. 

Lawfulness 

There is a lack of 
warning provided 
to young people 
with respect to the 
sharing of 
evidence. Third-
parties may be 
able to gain access 
to their personal 
information 
without their 
consent (e.g. 
people can 
download 
“evidence” that is 
made available 
through public 
profiles). In short, 
young people lack 
knowledge about 
the consequences 
of uploading data 
online.  

Provide individuals with notice and warning that “evidence” or any other 
data uploaded to the website or social media channels may be displayed 
and shared with third-parties if their profile is listed as “public.”  The 
notice and warning should be included in the privacy policy and specify 
the risks.  
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Lawfulness  

It is unclear how 
youth work 
organisations will 
“be able to 
demonstrate and 
document” its 
processes are in 
compliance with 
the GDPR’s 
accountability 
principle.  

Publish accessible and easy to understand information and 
communications relating to the processing of personal data. 

 

Maintain records of processing activities. 

 

Cooperate with authorities and individuals – by providing any information 
or documents required. 

 

Develop processes to prove that the security measures are effective and 
GDPR-compliant. 

 

Design and implement processes to trace, control and report on data 
usage (e.g. with applicative logs / Security Information and Event 
Management (SIEM) or Identity and Access Management (IAM) 
initiatives). 

Purpose limitation: 
Essentially, the purpose 
limitation principle 
requires a data 
controller to provide a 
specific and lawfully-
stated reason to the 
data subject as to why 
it is collecting his/her 
data.  This explanation 
should be made explicit 
no later than at the 
time of the data 
collection. The 
principle further 
requires that the data 
controller only use the 
data for the purposes, 
which were stated to 
the data subject at the 
time the data was 
collected. 

Compliance with 
the purpose 
limitation principle 
is unclear which 
poses a risk to 
individuals that the 
use of their 
personal data will 
exceed their 
reasonable 
expectations. 

  

  

As noted above, specify the purpose of the data collection to young 
people immediately at the point of registration (i.e. before any personal 
data is collected).  

 

Be clear about all the potential uses for the data, not just the uses the 
subject expects or is providing their details for.  

 

Monitor and analyse the access and use of personal data to ensure it is 
limited to the stated purpose only and that no other unauthorized or non-
compliant accesses are occurring.  

 

Establish personal data access policies to enforce purpose limitation.  

 

Ensure purpose-related processing through regular audits. 

Data quality: According 
to the data quality 
principle all personal 
data “shall be accurate 
and, where necessary, 
kept up to date.” Data 
quality concerns the 
quality of the data, on 
the one hand, and the 
quality of the 
processing of the data 

The youth work 
organisation fails 
to emphasize the 
need for up-to-
date data in their 
social media or 
website. This 
creates a risk of 
having outdated 
information and 
young people 

Inform youth workers that they will be responsible for ensuring that the 
information is complete, accurate, and up-to-date when they first create 
the youth work organisation’s online profile(s).   
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on the other. When 
untrue or incomplete 
data is identified then 
it must be erased or 
rectified. Additionally, 
personal data may not 
be retained in a form 
that allows 
identification of the 
data subject for any 
period longer than is 
necessary for the 
purposes for which the 
data were collected or 
for which they are 
further processed.  

 

making decisions 
on these data.  

Data quality  

The measures to 
ensure the 
information is 
accurate and up to 
date through 
validation are 
weak. Information 
is supplied directly 
by the individual 
but it is not 
validated in any 
way. Youth 
workers may not 
be able to rely on 
the data submitted 
by young people 
online regarding 
important aspects 
such as identity or 
age: how can 
youth workers be 
sure they can rely 
on online profiles 
that might be 
subject to identity 
theft or similar? 

Make employers responsible for validating the data submitted by young 
people.  

Minimality:  The 
minimality principle 
requires that the only 
personal data that 
should be collected and 
stored is that data, 
which is necessary to 
obtain certain specified 
and legitimate goals. It 
further requires that 

There is a risk that 
information is 
collected because 
it is possible to do 
so rather than 
because the 
information is 
needed for the 
current processes 
of the youth work 

Strictly limit collection of information to what supports the youth work 
organisation’s functions and online youth work. 

 

Ensure data minimization through policies and regular audits.  

 

Employ deletion routines etc.  
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the personal data 
should be destroyed as 
soon as it is no longer 
relevant to the 
achievement of these 
goals.  

organisation.  

Ensure that when photos and other documents are uploaded, the youth 
worker strips out unnecessary 

metadata from each image/document before it is uploaded, which may 
include 

the creation date or location of the image.  

Proportionality: The 
proportionality 
principle requires that 
personal data be 
“adequate, relevant 
and not excessive in 
relation to the 
purposes for which 
they are collected 
and/or further 
processed.” 
Proportionality implies 
not just that compiling 
too much data should 
be avoided but also 
that sufficient 
information should be 
obtained to achieve the 
stated purpose.  

 

It is unclear 
whether there are 
facilities to 
adequately delete 
all data for a 
member (including 
backups). 
Information which 
is collected and 
stored 
unnecessarily or is 
not properly 
managed so that 
duplicate records 
are created, 
presents a greater 
security risk. If a 
retention period is 
not established 
information might 
be used for longer 
than necessary. 

 

 

Devise retention periods which only keep information for as long as 
necessary to provide the online youth work services to the individuals. 

 

Develop systems and processes to ensure compliance with data retention 
policies.  

Security: The data 
security principle is 
concerned with the 
protection of personal 
information from 
misuse, loss and 
unauthorized access, 
modification and 
disclosure. It requires 
that data controllers 
take appropriate 
technical and 
organizational 
measures to ensure 
that data is protected 
from harm 

It is unclear how 
data breaches will 
be reported such 
as where the 
individual is likely 
to suffer some 
form of damage 
(e.g. identity theft 
or a confidentiality 
breach).  

Make sure there are procedures in place to detect, report and investigate 
a personal data breach. These could involve procedures for documenting 
breaches and for preventing further breaches (e.g. identity theft or a 
confidentiality breach).  

 

Develop a detailed breach response plan including when to notify 
regulators. Under the GDPR (Article 33), data controllers are required to 
report a personal data breach to the competent Supervisory Authority 
(SA) without undue delay and, where feasible, not later than 72 hours 
after becoming aware of it unless the personal data breach is unlikely to 
result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of data subjects. If a notification 
is made after the 72 hours period has expired, the data controller must 
explain the reasons for the delay. The notification must include at least: a 
description of the nature of the breach, including, where possible, the 
categories and approximate number of data subjects and personal data 
records concerned; the name and contact details of the relevant Data 
Protection Officer or contact point; the likely consequences of the data 
breach; and measures taken or proposed by the controller to address the 
breach and/or mitigate its effects.  
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Under the GDPR, data controllers are also required to report a personal 
data breach to the data subject (Article 34) where a personal data breach 
is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of a data subject. 
The controller must communicate the breach to the data subject without 
undue delay. The communication must describe in clear and plain 
language, the nature of the breach and at least: the name and contact 
details of the relevant Data Protection Officer or contact point; the likely 
consequences of the data breach; and measures taken or proposed by the 
controller to address the breach and/or mitigate its effects. There is, 
however, no requirement to make a notification to the data subject 
where any of the following conditions have been met: technical and 
organisational measures have been applied to the personal data which 
will render it unintelligible to unauthorised persons (such as encryption); 
the controller has taken steps to ensure the originally high risk is no 
longer likely to materialise; or to notify each data subject would involve 
disproportionate effort, in which case a public communication or other 
method of information is used which would inform the affected data 
subjects in similarly effective manner. 

 

Failure to comply with breach reporting requirements under the GDPR 
will not just result in regulator scrutiny, negative PR and, possibly, in loss 
of business. There are also very real financial penalties which the 
regulators have in their armouries for serious failures – up 2% of annual 
global turnover or 10 million Euros, whichever is higher. 

 

Consider making financial provision to handle any data breaches and 
taking out insurance to cover data breaches.  

 

Keep records of any data breaches, what data was compromised and how 
the breach was dealt with as well as what steps were taken to ensure that 
type of breach does not re-occur. All breaches must be recorded no 
matter how small, and these records must be disclosed to Data Protection 
Authorities on demand. 

Data-subject influence: 
The data subject 
influence principle 
enables the data 
subject to participate 
in, and have some 
degree of influence 
over, the processing of 
their personal data by a 
data controller. The 
goal is to allow the 
data subject a level of 
participation in the 
collection and 
processing of his/her 
data because these 
activities often carry 

It is unclear how 
action requests 
from individuals 
(or someone 
acting on their 
behalf) for access 
to their personal 
information will be 
dealt with by the 
youth work 
organisation. 

 

 

Develop policies and procedures on the right of access and correction for 
affected parties.  

 

Provide a mechanism to allow individuals to access all of the personal 
data held on them by the youth work organisation and to have this 
information released to them in an intelligible format.  

 

Provide an interface that allows data subjects to send in a request for 
information. 

 

Ensure timely processing of data subjects’ request for information.  
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consequences for the 
subject.  

 

Validate that the person is who they say that they are by sending the 
individual an email before complying with a deletion request.  

 

Provide accurate and up-to-date information concerning (a) confirmation 
as to whether or not data relating to the data subject is being processed, 
(b) the purpose of the processing, (c) the categories of data concerned, (d) 
the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data are disclosed, 
(e) the data undergoing processing and any information as to the data's 
source, (f) the logic involved in any automatic processing of data and 
automated decisions. 

 

If you have a website where your members are users and have a profile 
where they upload information: 

 

 Consider adding a self-service tool for individuals to request the 
data that is collected about them. The information would be 
available in a downloadable file. Individuals could request the 
data through a link in the settings portal and receive the data by 
email. 

 

 Consider creating a step-by-step guide for young people about 
how they can access their data such as their login history, email 
address history and the photos/documents that they have 
uploaded.   

Data-subject influence 

It is unclear how 
the right to data 
portability set 
forth in the GDPR 
will be dealt with 
by the youth work 
organisation. 

 

 

If you have a website where your members are users and have a profile 
where they upload information: 

 Adopt procedures in order to allow individuals to receive their 
personal data, in a structured, commonly used and machine-
readable format.  

 

 Implement export functionality. In other words, adopt 
procedures in order to transmit this data to another controller 
without hindrance. 

 

 Consider the creation of a “give me all my data” button which 
provides the user with all of his/her data. 

Data-subject influence 

It is unclear how 
the right to 
erasure set forth in 
the GDPR will be 
dealt with by the 
youth work 
organisation 

Ensure that youth work organisation shall erase personal data without 
undue delay when:  

 Data are no longer necessary regarding the purposes for which 
they were collected or processed  

 The data subject withdraws consent or objects to the processing 
of personal data 

 Data have been unlawfully processed  

 Data have to be erased for compliance with a legal obligation. 
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Data-subject influence 

It is unclear how 
the right to be 
forgotten set forth 
in the GDPR will be 
dealt with by the 
youth work 
organisation 

In the event, that there is information posted on a youth work 
organisation’s channel that an individual objects to, and cannot correct on 
his/her own, the youth work organisation should create a form which an 
affected person (or their authorized representative) can use to request 
the removal of a data protected by GDPR.  

 The individual must provide the youth work organisation with a 
copy of an identity-confirming document in order to verify that 
the removal is requested by an authorized person.  

 The requester should also be obliged to provide a reason why 
data should be removed such as it is irrelevant, outdated, or 
otherwise objectionable. 

 Inform requesters that submitting the request does not mean 
the automatic removal of the data. Rather such a decision will 
be made on a case-by-case basis.  

 

 

Appoint an individual to make decisions about deletion. 

 

Develop a process to inform third parties’ with whom the information 
may also have been shared with about the request to delete the data. 

Security  

There is a risk that 
the youth work 
organisation does 
not secure all of 
the data collected 
and that personal 
information will be 
misused. A 
particular concern 
is that there are no 
security measures 
surrounding 
uploaded 
documents which 
present an 
especially high risk 
of identity theft if 
stolen. 

Continue to monitor and control the access and use of personal data to 
ensure it remains confidential and protected. Continue to limit access on a 
need-to-know basis. 

 

Consider specific security measures to protect the uploaded documents. 
At the very least, “watermark” the documents.  

 

Consider implementing technical and organisational measures with ISO 
27001, the international best-practice standard for information security 
management.  

 

Deliver data usage audit documentation. 

 

Ensure employees receive training on the cybersecurity policy and when 
to report incidents internally.  

Security  

A process to 
ensure that the 
employees using 
social media 
cannot access 
private profiles is 
missing. 

Ensure that staff are properly trained and are aware of potential privacy 
risks. 

Sensitivity: The 
sensitivity principles 

When it comes to 
sharing “sensitive 

First, where possible, the youth work organisation should decide not to 
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requires that special 
protection be afforded 
to sensitive data which 
is data that may, for 
example, reveal racial 
or ethnic origin, 
political opinions, 
religious or 
philosophical beliefs, 
trade-union 
membership.  

data” the 
platforms used do 
not provide a 
mechanism for 
young people to 
provide their 
explicit and 
informed consent.  

collect or store particular types of sensitive information. 

 

Second, young people must be provided a way to freely and explicitly 
provide their informed consent (see discussion above about consent).  

 

Third, appropriate security measures should be taken to secure the 
sensitive data held within the system (see discussion above about 
security).  
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8. Conclusion 

The use and application of the tools presented in this Guideline on the web-based tools and practice 
examples of their use in the daily life of an organization and in digital youth work (or other similar 
tools) creates the possibility to Youth Work organizations to be better prepared for the actual digital 
age and to reach their goals, as for example to help Youth getting a job, solving their problems, 
practicing sports, getting informed, implementing projects, etc. 

By using tools to create a virtual presence and networking these entities will be able to find, connect, 
interact (on a one to one basis or in a group), help, share and request/receive information with 
youth, have the availability to be found by their target groups, and also to create networks, develop 
protocols and partnerships with other entities either at local, national or international level who they 
can share experiences with or work together for example. 

The project management tools can be of great importance as they might assist youth work 
organizations to better organize their activities, either if is a regular daily activity like sharing files or 
contacts, the organization of a big event, the production of a report. This will make possible for the 
work to be of better quality as it can be better structured, shared, managed and organized improving 
the work efficiency of the staff by allowing a reduction of the needed time to implement the 
activities, making it easier to have time to implement other activities. 

This means that by using these type of tools Youth Work organizations will be able to work better 
with their target audiences and provide a better answer to their needs either because of the ability 
to provide more and better information, to have a wider reach (making it possible to help more 
persons), to be more organized, more competent or to connect with other national or international 
similar entities. 

These tools will also help the organizations themselves as they can become better organized (that 
might lead to a better time management) and with more tools to perform the different daily tasks 
needed (boosting the quality of their work), more known and with a wider reach to the target 
group(s) making it possible for a bigger dissemination of their activities, with more partners and 
contacts (that may lead to more work) and having their Human Resources better prepared and 
equipped to perform the needed work/tasks (by raising their knowledge and competences) and thus 
more motivated and satisfied. 
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10. Annexes 

Annex I - Glossary of social media terms 

Terms Description 

AI 
Artificial intelligence refers to intelligence exhibited by machines, i.e., cognitive functions 
that we associate with human minds. 

AMA Ask Me Anything 

API 

An API (a techie term for application programming interface) allows users to get a data 
feed directly into their own sites, providing continually updated, streaming data — text, 
images, video — for display. For example, Flickr‘s API might allow you to display photos 
from the site on your blog. When sites like Twitter and Facebook “open up” their APIs, it 
means that developers can build applications that build new functionality on top of the 
underlying service. 

App 

Popularized in the general lexicon by the iPhone, an app is simply an application that 
performs a specific function on your computer or handheld device. Apps run the gamut 
from Web browsers and games to specialized programs like digital recorders, online chat 
or music players. 

applications 

A piece of software that's used to perform a basic task or function. Microsoft Word is an 
example of an application. Also app, when used in reference to software for a 
smartphone. Synonymous with Add-on and Plug-in. Example: Join My Mailing List 
Facebook App. 

Archive Most often an index page, often organizing posts or entries by either category or date. 

astroturfing 

Astroturfing is a fake grassroots campaign that seeks to create the impression of 
legitimate buzz or interest in a product, service or idea. Often this movement is motivated 
by a payment or gift to the writer of a post or comment or may be written under a 
pseudonym. 

Average Response 
Time  

How long it takes a brand or individual to reply to a customer’s message - either positive 
or negative. 

B Corp 
A B corporation is a designation for a socially responsible company that takes not just 
profits into account but also employees, communities and the environment. 

b/c Because 

Blog 
A blog is an online journal that’s updated on a regular basis with entries that appear in 
reverse chronological order. Blogs can be about any subject. They typically contain 
comments by other readers, links to other sites and permalinks. 
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Terms Description 

Brand advocate  A person or customer who talks positively about your brand or product. 

campaign 
An online campaign is a set of coordinated marketing messages, delivered at intervals, 
with a specific goal, such as raising funds for a cause or candidate or increasing sales of a 
product. 

cause marketing 
Cause marketing is a business relationship in which a for-profit and a nonprofit form a 
partnership that results in increased business for the for-profit and a financial return for 
the nonprofit. 

civic media 
Civic media is any form of communication that strengthens the social bonds within a 
community or creates a strong sense of civic engagement among its residents. 

clicks 
The number of times your post was clicked on by a reader to "read more" or get to 
additional content. 

cloud computing 
Cloud computing (also called “the cloud”) refers to the growing phenomenon of users 
who can access their data from anywhere rather than being tied to a particular machine. 

Command Center  
Social room/war room is a data intelligence hub where teams from all over your company 
can visually monitor your brand, engage customers, and pull out business insights. 

conversion  
A positive action taken on a website by a visitor from social media, demonstrating that 
they’re converting into a customer. Sales aren’t the only type of conversion; it could be a 
newsletter sign up, a downloaded report, or a form filled in. 

copyleft 
A play on the word copyright, copyleft is the practice of using copyright law to remove 
restrictions on distributing copies and modified versions of a work for others and 
requiring that the same freedoms be preserved in modified versions. 

Creative 
Commons 

Creative Commons is a not-for-profit organization and licensing system that offers 
creators the ability to fine-tune their copyright, spelling out the ways in which others may 
use their works. 

crowdfunding 
Crowdfunding refers to the act of soliciting donations or investments from online users 
outside your organization who collectively raise money to support a cause or to 
underwrite a project. 

crowdsourcing 
Crowdsourcing refers to the act of soliciting content, ideas or skills from online users 
outside your organization who collectively help you solve a problem. 

CSR 
CSR is short for corporate social responsibility, a concept whereby businesses and 
organizations perform a social good or take responsibility for the impact of their activities. 

dark social  
The invisible shares that happen through channels like messengers, email, and text 
messages. For example, the sending of a URL to a friend via email - dark social. They won’t 
know where you found the article. It means that dark social is referral traffic that’s hard 
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Terms Description 

to track. 

Dig 

Digg is a popular social news site that lets people discover and share content from 
anywhere on the Web. Users submit links and stories and the community votes them up 
or down and comments on them. Users can “digg” stories they like or “bury” others they 
don’t. 

digital inclusion 
Digital inclusion, or e-inclusion, is an effort to help people who are not online gain access 
with affordable hardware, software, tech support/information and broadband Internet 
service, so they can begin to use this technology to improve their lives. 

digital story 

A digital story is a short personal nonfiction narrative that is composed on a computer, 
often for publishing online or publishing to a DVD. They are told from the narrator’s point 
of view and the subject is generally about something the maker experienced personally. 
Digital stories typically range from 2-5 minutes in length (though there are no strict rules) 
and can include music, art, photos, voiceover and video clips. They are also typically 
created by one person with little technical training, rather than by a team of 
professionals. 

double bottom 
line 

The double bottom line refers to a business’s attention to both conventional profit and 
loss as well as to the social good. An increasing number of companies and organizations 
now seek a second bottom line look to measure their performance. 

Drupal 
Drupal is a free, open-source platform and content management system written in php. It 
is often used as a “back end” system that powers community features on many different 
types of sites, ranging from personal blogs to large corporate and political sites. 

Ebooks 

An ebook (or e-book) is an electronic version of a traditional printed book that can be 
downloaded from the Internet and read on your computer or handheld device. 
Something as simple as a PDF document can be considered an ebook — and anyone can 
create one. 

embedding 
The act of adding code to a website so that a video or photo can be displayed while it’s 
being hosed at another site. Many users now watch embedded YouTube videos or see 
Flickr photos on blogs rather than on the original site. 

employee 
advocacy 

Employees using their own social presence to increase the reach of the company and its 
content. 

engagement Users interacting with a brand by liking, commenting, sharing posts, images, etc. 

F2F Face to Face or P2P - Person to Person. 

Facebook 
A social networking website where users can add friends and send them messages, and 
update their personal profiles to notify friends about themselves. Users can also join 
networks organized by workplace, school, or college. 
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fair trade 

Fair trade is an organized social movement and market-based approach that aims to help 
producers in developing countries obtain better trading conditions and promote 
sustainability. The movement advocates the payment of a higher price to producers and 
adherence to social, labor and environmental standards. 

fair use 
Fair use is a doctrine in U.S. law that permits limited use of copyrighted material without 
obtaining the permission of the copyright holder, such as use for scholarship or review. 
Fair use is delineated in Section 107 of the U.S. Copyright Code. 

favorite To mark a post on Instagram that you like, approve of, or support. 

feed 

A Web feed or RSS feed is a format that provides users with frequently updated content. 
Content distributors syndicate a Web feed, enabling users to subscribe to a site’s latest 
content. By using a news reader to subscribe to a feed, you can read the latest posts or 
watch the newest videos on your computer or portable device on your own schedule. 

flash mob 
A flash mob is a group of individuals who gather and disperse with little notice for a 
specific purpose through text messages, social media or viral emails. It’s now generally 
considered a somewhat dated term (already!) 

Flickr 

A social media platform for picture storage. You can choose to share your pictures with 
the public, create a group to share with, or keep everything to yourself. You can use Flikr 
to automatically upload pictures to the cloud from your smartphone or your computer, 
and share photos on Flickr by using the URL Flickr gives your images.  

follow A term used on Twitter and Instagram when receiving another user's post in your feed. 

FOMO Fear Of Missing Out 

friend The term used when adding someone on Facebook to your network. 

Google
+
 

Social networking service from Google that integrates all of Google's services. It will use 
existing Google Profiles for members and lets you create Circles (personalized social 
groups), Hangouts (video chat and instant messaging), Huddle (group SMS or texting), and 
uses a photo uploader and location check-ins. 

geotagging 
Geotagging is the process of adding location-based metadata to media such as photos, 
video or online maps. Geotagging can help users find a wide variety of businesses and 
services based on location.  

government 2.0 
Government 2.0 is the term for attempts to apply the social networking and integration 
advantages of Web 2.0 to the practice of government. 

GPL 
GPL is short for GNU General Public License, often used with the release of open source 
software. An example of a copyleft license, it requires derived works to be made available 
under the same license. 
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GPS 
GPS is shorthand for Global Positioning System, a global navigation satellite system. GPS-
enabled devices — most commonly mobile handhelds or a car’s navigation system — 
enable precise pinpointing of the location of people, buildings and objects. 

Hashtag 

 The # symbol, called a hashtag, is used to mark keywords or topics when posting on 
social media. It was created organically by Twitter users as a way to categorize messages, 
but all social medias now use hashtags to group subjects. Anyone searching the 
hashtagged subject will be able to see your post if you use a hashtag. 

Hits 
How many people have visited your web page or blog. Monitoring the quantity of hits 
you receive could indicate how well your material is resonating with viewers or 
customers. 

Hootsuite  
A dashboard that helps you manage all of your social media marketing accounts, from a 
single place. 

Hosting 

A blog, video or podcast needs a hosting service before it can appear online. Companies 
sometimes host their blogs on their own servers, but a better choice for video or audio is 
to use a host such as YouTube or Magnify.net for video and a host such as Libsyn for 
podcasts. 

Hyperlink A clickable image or text that brings you to another web page or document. 

Icons Images used as symbols for an action on a button. 

ICYMI In Case You Missed It 

image recognition  
Image Recognition Or visual listening is technology that can recognise logos, objects, and 
scenery so brands can find actionable consumer insights, anticipate a crisis, and measure 
brand awareness. 

influencer  
A social media user who has the potential to reach a relevant audience - large or small - 
and create awareness about a trend, topic, brand, or product. 

Instagram 
A social media platform to take photos and share them as posts. Instagram offers many 
fun filters to apply to your photos before posting. 

internet 
newsroom 

An Internet newsroom (sometimes called Internet pressroom or online media center) is 
an area of a corporate website that communicates corporate messages and makes 
content available to the news media and the public. Rather than just feature little-read 
press releases, a true Internet newsroom incorporates features such as videos, podcasts, 
high-resolution image galleries, surveys, forums, blogs and other online marketing 
communications materials. 

lifecasting 
Lifecasting is an around-the-clock broadcast of events in a person’s life through digital 
media. Typically, lifecasting is transmitted over the Internet and can involve wearable 
technology. 
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lifestreaming 

Lifestreaming is the practice of collecting an online user’s disjointed online presence in 
one central location or site. Lifestreaming services bring photos, videos, bookmarks, 
microblog posts and blog posts from a single user into one place using RSS. Friendfeed 
and Tumblr are examples of lifestreaming services. 

like 

A term used on Facebook to give positive feedback or connect with things you care about. 
You can "Like" content that your friends post or Pages that you want to connect with on 
Facebook. When you post to your business page, monitor how many Likes your post 
receives - this is how you can connect directly with your customers. As a business, you can 
also Like another business or friend's post to throw support their way. 

link Clickable text or image that will bring you to another web page or document. 

LinkedIn 
A social networking site designed specifically for the business community. Connect with 
people you know professionally, create a business profile to let other LinkedIn users know 
who you are and what you do.  

mashup 

Mashups (or mash-ups) have several meanings. A music mashup is a combination of two 
or more songs, generally the vocals of one song overlaid on top of the melody of another. 
A video mashup is the result of combining two or more pieces of video, such as news 
footage with original commentary. A Web mashup result when a programmer overlays 
information from a database or another source on top of an existing website, such as 
homes for sale taken from Craigslist plotted on a Google Map. 

metadata 

Metadata refers to information — including titles, descriptions, tags and captions — that 
describes a media item such as a video, photo or blog post. Some kinds of metadata — for 
example, camera settings such as exposure, aperture, focal length and ISO speed — can 
be captured automatically from the device without needing a human to enter the data. 

microblogging 

Microblogging is the act of broadcasting short messages to other subscribers of a Web 
service. On Twitter, entries are limited to 140 characters, and applications like Plurk and 
Jaiku take a similar approach with sharing bite-size media. Probably a more apt term for 
this activity is “microsharing.”  

moblog 
A moblog is a blog published directly to the Web from a phone or other mobile device. 
Mobloggers may update their sites more frequently than other bloggers because they 
don’t need to be at their computers to post. 

MySpace 
An online social network similar to Facebook. MySpace caters to artists and bands, who 
enjoy the flexibility of creating an individual “look” for their page. As with Facebook, 
MySpace allows users to “friend” each other and create groups. 

net neutrality 

Net neutrality is the principle requiring Internet providers to act as common carriers and 
not discriminate among content or users — for example, by providing degraded service to 
rich-media sites, by throttling file-sharing services, by penalizing customers who watch or 
download a lot of videos or by blocking Internet applications and content from 
competitors. 
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news reader 

A news reader (sometimes called a feed reader, RSS reader or news aggregator) gathers 
the news from multiple blogs or news sites via RSS feeds selected by the user, allowing 
her to access all her news from a single site or program. Popular examples include Google 
Reader, Netvibes and Bloglines (all accessed through a Web browser) and FeedDemon or 
NetNewsWire (applications that runs on one machine). For a directory of news readers, 
see NewsReaders.com. 

newsjacking  
The practice of benefiting from the huge popularity of a current news story to amplify 
your sales and marketing success. 

Nptech 
nptech is shorthand for nonprofit technology. nptech encompasses a wide range of 
technologies that support the goals of nonprofit, NGO, grassroots and other cause 
organizations. 

open media 

In its most common usage, open media refers to video, audio, text and other media that 
can be freely shared, often by using Creative Commons or GPL licenses. More narrowly, 
open media refers to content that is both shareable and created with a free format, such 
as Theora (video), Vorbis (audio, lossy), FLAC (audio, lossless), Speex (audio, voice), XSPF 
(playlists), SVG (vector image), PNG (raster image, lossless), OpenDocument (office), SMIL 
(media presentations) and others. 

open platform 
Open platform refers to a software system that permits any device or application to 
connect to and operate on its network. 

open source 

In its strict sense, open source refers to software code that is free to build upon. But open 
source has taken on a broader meaning — such as open source journalism and open 
source politics — to refer to the practice of collaboration and free sharing of media and 
information to advance the public good. Well-known open-source projects include the 
Linux operating system, the Apache Web server and the Firefox browser. 

open video 
Open video refers to the movement to promote free expression and innovation in online 
video. With the release of HTML5, publishers will be able to publish video that can be 
viewed directly in Web browsers rather than through a proprietary player. 

OpenID 
OpenID is a single sign-on system that allows Internet users to log on to many different 
sites using a single digital identity, eliminating the need for a different user name and 
password for each site. 

paid search 
marketing 

Paid search marketing is the placement of paid ads for a business or service on a search 
engine results page. An advertiser pays the search engine if the visitor clicks on the ad 
(pay-per-click or PPC). 

Periscope A social video app that allows users to broadcast live video from wherever they are. 

permalink 
A permalink is the direct link to a blog entry. A blog contains multiple posts, and if you cite 
an entry you’ll want to link directly to that post. 
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personal media 
Personal media — user-created material — refers to grassroots works such as video, 
audio and text. When the works are shared in a social space, the works are more 
commonly referred to as social media. 

Pinterest 

A social platform where members share and categorize images. "Pinning" an image or 
video to a "board" allows you to keep track of items you like. Create boards to collect 
items by subject or areas of interest. Boards can be public, and other Pinterest members 
can see your items, or private, and you decide who sees your board. 

platform 

A platform is the framework or content management system that runs software and 
presents content. WordPress, for example, is a service that serves as a platform for a 
community of blogs. In a larger context, the Internet is becoming a platform for 
applications and capabilities, using cloud computing. See open platform. 

plug-in 
A hardware or software module that adds a specific feature or service to a larger system. 
The idea is that the new component simply plugs in to the existing system. 

podcast 

A podcast is a digital file (usually audio but sometimes video) made available for 
download to a portable device or personal computer for later playback. A podcast also 
refers to the show that comprises several episodes. A podcast uses a feed that lets you 
subscribe to it so that when a new audio clip is published online, it arrives on your digital 
doorstep right away. 

podsafe 
Podsafe is a term created in the podcasting community to refer to any work that allows 
the legal use of the work in podcasting, regardless of restrictions the same work might 
have in other realms, such as radio or television use. 

PPC 

Pay per click ads are for marketers and advertisers who want to show ads on various 
websites or search engines, and pay when a user clicks through. Bid-based PPC uses an 
auction where advertisers compete with other advertisers by setting a maximum bid for 
each click. When a user clicks the ad, the auction process pans out to choose which ad will 
be displayed. 

profile picture 
A picture uploaded to your social media profile to indicate who you are. Sometimes your 
profile picture is used without your name to show you posted a comment. Depending on 
the social media platform, you'll decide what kind of image to use for your Profile Picture. 

public domain 
A work enters the public domain when it is donated by its creator or when its copyright 
expires. A work in the public domain can be freely used in any way, including commercial 
uses. 

public media 

Public media refers to any form of media that increase civic engagement and enhance the 
public good. The term often brings to mind public broadcasting such as PBS and NPR, but 
many initiatives and organizations that receive no public funding fall within the scope of 
public media. 

Remix A remix is any work that takes elements from two or more media files and mashes them 
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together to create a new piece of media. Often, these are called mashups. 

Retweet 
To repost another user's message on the social networking site Twitter, usually 
abbreviated as RT. 

RSS 

RSS (Really Simple Syndication) — sometimes called web feeds — is a Web standard for 
the delivery of content — blog entries, news stories, headlines, images, video — enabling 
readers to stay current with favorite publications or producers without having to browse 
from site to site. blogs and news content using a news reader. All blogs, podcasts and 
videoblogs contain an RSS feed, which lets users subscribe to content automatically and 
read or listen to the material on a computer or a portable device. Most people use an RSS 
reader, or news aggregator, to monitor updates. Socialbrite founder JD Lasica coined the 
term “news that comes to you” to refer to RSS. 

screencast 

A screencast is a video that captures what takes place on a computer screen, usually 
accompanied by audio narration. A screencast is often created to explain how a website 
or piece of software works, but it can be any piece of explanatory video that strings 
together images or visual elements. 

search engine 
marketing 

Search engine marketing (SEM) is a series of online tactics that, when combined with SEO, 
helps to attract customers, generate brand awareness and build trust. SEM (sometimes 
called search marketing) seeks to increase websites’ visibility chiefly through the purchase 
of pay-per-click ads and paid inclusion. 

search engine 
optimization 

Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of arranging your website to give it the 
best chance of appearing near the top of search engine rankings. As an Internet marketing 
strategy, SEO considers how search engines work and what people search for. Optimizing 
a website primarily involves editing its content, identifying high-traffic keywords and 
improving the site’s layout and design. 

sentiment 
analysis 

Application of natural language processing (NLP), computational linguistics, and text 
analytics to identify and pull out subjective information from content. Its goal is to 
understand the attitude of a person. 

Share 
This is what your goal is when you’re using social media - to spread your message, 
products, brand awareness, thoughts, and company voice with users. 

share of eye  
Measuring your brand presence with regard to images. To find these - no text - brand 
mentions, image recognition technology is used. This tech can recognise logos, objects, 
and scenery, enabling brands to quantify brand value and measure the ROI of campaigns. 

share of voice 
Share of Voice (SOV) is the percentage of social media posts in a given category. Brands 
use SOV to find out how their popularity ranks against their competitors. 

short code 
A short code is a mobile shortcut — a telephone number consisting of four to six digits 
that makes it easier for subscribers to vote, subscribe to a service, order ringtones and 
the like via SMS (eg., text HAITI to 90999 in order to contribute to the Red Cross’s relief 
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efforts). 

smart phone 
A smart phone (or “smartphone”) is a handheld device capable of advanced tasks beyond 
those of a standard mobile phone. Capabilities might include email, chat, taking photos or 
video or hundreds of other tasks. 

SMS 
SMS stands for Short Message Service, a system that allows the exchange of short text-
based messages between mobile devices. 

Snapchat 
A social app allowing users to send and receive time-sensitive photos. The images are 
hidden once the time limit ends. You can add text and drawings to your snaps and decide 
who you send to. 

social 
bookmarking 

Social bookmarking is a method by which users locate, store, organize, share and manage 
bookmarks of Web pages without being tied to a particular machine. Users store lists of 
personally interesting Internet resources and usually make these lists publicly accessible. 
Delicious is the best-known social bookmark site. 

social capital 
Social capital is a concept used in business, nonprofits and other arenas that refers to the 
good will and positive reputation that flows to a person through his or her relationships 
with others in social networks. 

social enterprise 
A social enterprise is a social mission driven organization that trades in goods or services 
for a social purpose. See Wikipedia entry. 

social 
entrepreneurship 

Social entrepreneurship is the practice of simultaneously pursuing both a financial and a 
social return on investment (the “double bottom line”). A social entrepreneur is someone 
who runs a social enterprise (sometimes called a social purpose business venture), 
pursuing both a financial and social return on investment. Often, social entrepreneurs 
offer system-changing solutions for the world’s most urgent social problems. 

social media 

Social media are works of user-created video, audio, text or multimedia that are 
published and shared in a social environment, such as a blog, podcast, forum, wiki or 
video hosting site. More broadly, social media refers to any online technology that lets 
people publish, converse and share content online. 

social media 
analytics 

Scraping online conversations to find actionable insights that will give a clear picture of 
brand awareness, your online reputation, successes and failure of your online marketing 
strategies. You’ll find new opportunities and insights that can remain hidden in the noisy 
ad boisterous world of social media. 

social media 
listening 

Finding and tracking online conversations, around keywords, phrases, events, about your 
brand, your business, your industry, your product, and your competitors. By listening to 
these conversations you’ll find patterns and trends that will warn of a crisis, feed your 
product development, improve customer service, and help you understand your 
audience.  
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social media 
monitoring 

Listening and looking at your social media channels and responding to mentions related 
to your brand and products. 

social media 
optimization 

Social Media Optimization (SMO) is a set of practices for generating publicity through 
social media, online communities and social networks. The focus is on driving traffic from 
sources other than search engines, though improved search ranking is also a benefit of 
successful SMO. 

social networking 
Social networking is the act of socializing in an online community. A typical social network 
such as Facebook, LinkedIn, MySpace or Bebo allows you to create a profile, add friends, 
communicate with other members and add your own media. 

social news 

Sometimes called social sites, social news sites encourage users to submit and vote on 
news stories or other links, thus determining which links are showcased. Social news was 
pioneered by community sites like Slashdot, Metafilter, Fark and Kuro5hin.org. It became 
more popular with the advent of Digg and similar sites such as Reddit, Newsvine and 
NewsTrust. 

social return on 
investment 

A social return on investment (SROI) refers to the non-financial returns sought by a social 
entrepreneur. 

social tools 
Social tools (sometimes called social software) are software and platforms that enable 
participatory culture — for example, blogs, podcasts, forums, wikis and shared videos and 
presentations. 

Splogs 
Splogs is short for spam blogs — blogs not providing their own or real content. 
Unscrupulous publishers use automated tools to create fake blogs full of links or scraped 
content from other sites in order to boost search engine results. 

streaming media 

Unlike downloadable podcasts or video, streaming media refers to video or audio that can 
be watched or listened to online but not stored permanently. Streamed audio is often 
called Webcasting. Traditional media companies like to stream their programs so that 
they can’t be distributed freely onto file-sharing networks. 

sustainability 
In the nonprofit sector, sustainability is the ability is to fund the future of a nonprofit 
through a combination of earned income, charitable contributions and public sector 
subsidies. 

Tag 

Using keywords, hashtags, or social media names to let a person, subject, or idea know 
that you're talking about them, with them, or to them. If you want your post to show up 
on another user's feed, you write their social media name with an @ symbol ahead of it 
so they become "tagged". If you're using hashtags, incorporate the hashtag in your post. 
Also called Labels. 

tag cloud 
A tag cloud is a stylized way of visually representing occurrences of words used to 
describe tags. The most popular topics are normally highlighted in a larger, bolder font. 
Visitors to a blog or site using a tag cloud are able to easily see the most popular tags 
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within the page - making it easy to discern the topics covered in one quick look.  

tag locations 

In a social post, mark where you are by using a button or other tool in the social media 
platform. This will show people who are reading your post where you were when you 
made the post. Timeline - On Facebook, where all posts, images, and tagged posts are 
kept in reverse chronological order, organized by year. Users can search through timelines 
to find previous posts.  

technology 
steward 

A technology steward is someone who can facilitate community and network 
development. Nancy White offers the definition: “Technology stewards are people with 
enough experience of the workings of a community to understand its technology needs, 
and enough experience with technology to take leadership in addressing those needs. 
Stewardship typically includes selecting and configuring technology, as well as supporting 
its use in the practice of the community.” 

terms of service 
Terms of service (TOS) are the legal basis upon which you agree to use a website, video 
hosting site or other place for creating or sharing content. Check before agreeing to 
concede the rights the site owners may claim over your content. 

thread Beginning with an original post, the conversation and comments that follow. 

trending topic  The most talked about topics and hashtags on social media. 

trendjacking  
When you leap onto a big social trend, exploiting the buzz to get users to engage with 
your brand. 

triple bottom line 

The triple bottom line (sometimes abbreviated as “TBL” or “3BL”) is rapidly gaining 
recognition as a framework for measuring business performance. It captures the values 
that some organizations embrace: people, planet, profit — that is, social, environmental 
and economic factors. 

troll 

In Internet slang, a troll is someone who posts controversial, inflammatory, irrelevant or 
off-topic messages in an online community, such as an online discussion forum or chat 
room, with the primary intent of provoking other users into an emotional response or to 
generally disrupt normal on-topic discussion.  

tweet 

A post on Twitter, a real-time social messaging system. While all agree on usage of tweet 
as a noun, people disagree on whether you “tweet” or “twitter” as a verb. RT stands for 
retweet: Users add RT in a tweet if they are reposting something from another person’s 
tweet. 

tweetup 
An organized or impromptu gathering of people who use Twitter. Users often include a 
hashtag, such as #tweetup or #sftweetup, when publicizing a local tweetup. 

Twitter 
Twitter is a popular social network, unveiled to the public in July 2006, that lets members 
post updates of no more than 140 characters. People have begun using Twitter in 
interesting ways to point to news stories, to raise funds for charity, and other unexpected 
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uses. 

twitterverse 
Akin to blogs and the blogosphere, the twitterverse is simply the universe of people who 
use Twitter and the conversations taking place within that sphere. 

UGC 
UGC stands for user-generated content, an industry term that refers to all forms of user-
created materials such as blog posts, reviews, podcasts, videos, comments and more. 

unconference 
An unconference is collaborative learning event organized and created for its participants 
by its participants. BarCamp is an example of a well-known unconference.  

URL 
Uniform Resource Locator is the address of a resource, or site, on the internet. Also called 
a web address. You can find the URL of a web page at the top of your browser. 

User-Generated 
Content  

Content that is shared by people online. Marketers should track, collect, and use UGC - 
it's excellent free marketing. 

Videoblog 
A videoblog, or vlog, is simply a blog that contains video entries. Some people call it video 
podcasting, vodcasting or vlogging. (See Wikipedia entry.) 

Viral 
When a piece of content achieves noteworthy awareness and goes crazy all over the 
Internet. 

virtual world 

A virtual world is an online computer-simulated space like Second Life that mixex aspects 
of real life with fantasy elements. Typically, you can create a representation of yourself 
(an avatar) and socialize with other residents for free, though you can also buy currency 
(using real money) to purchase land and trade with other residents. Second Life is being 
used by some nonprofits and businesses to run discussions, virtual events and 
fundraising.  

Web 2.0 

Web 2.0 refers to the second generation of the Web, which enables people with no 
specialized technical knowledge to create their own websites to self-publish, create and 
upload audio and video files, share photos and information and complete a variety of 
other tasks. In this new world, the Internet becomes a platform for self-expression, 
education and advocacy that “regular people” can use on their own without having to go 
to an expert to do it for them in contrast to the less interactive publishing sites of Web 
1.0. Some of the best-known Web 2.0 websites include Wikipedia, MySpace, Digg, Flickr 
and YouTube.  

web analytics 
Web analytics is the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of Internet data for 
the purpose of understanding who your visitors are and optimizing your website. 

web conferencing 

Web conferencing is used to conduct live meetings or presentations over the Internet. In 
a web conference, each participant sits at his or her own computer and is connected to 
other participants via the Internet. This can be either a downloaded application on each 
of the attendee’s computers or a web-based application where the attendees will simply 
enter a URL (website address) to enter the conference. 
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Terms Description 

webcasting 

Webcasting refers to the ability to use the Web to deliver live or delayed versions of audio 
or video broadcasts. The chief distinctions between webcasting and traditional radio 
broadcasting include the following: Listeners can tune into webcasts from anywhere in 
the world, whereas radio broadcasting is generally local; webcasts may be “interactive” 
(for example, users may rewind the show) whereas radio broadcasting generally is not; 
listeners may receive textual or visual data (artist and song titles, ads, album artwork, 
etc.) during a webcast; if music is included, a “copy” is stored in the memory of the 
listener’s computer and thus webcasters are required to obtain a license from and make 
payments to a licensing agency such as BMI, ASCAP or SESAC.  

webinar 

Short for Web-based seminar, a webinar is a presentation, lecture, workshop or seminar 
that is transmitted over the Web. In general, participants register in advance and access 
the presentation in real time over the Internet and listen to the presenter either through 
computer speakers or a telephone connection. Webinars are generally one-way and can 
involve chat or polls. There are a large number of companies that offer webinar services.  

widget 

A widget, sometimes called a gadget, badge or applet, is a small block of content, typically 
displayed in a small box, with a specific purpose, such as providing weather forecasts or 
news, that is constantly updating itself (typically via RSS). Widgets make it easy to add 
dynamic content to your site or blog. 

wi-fi 
Wi-fi (or wifi) stands for wireless fidelity, a simple system allowing enabled devices to 
connect to the Internet within short range of any access point without cables or adaptors. 
A more powerful wireless technology, WiMAX, is not yet deployed as widely as wi-fi.  

wiki 
A wiki is a collaborative website that can be directly edited by anyone with access to it. 
Small teams often find that they can accomplish a task easier by creating a collaborative 
online workspace using wiki software such as pbworks, Socialtext or mediawiki. 

Wikipedia 
Wikipedia is a Web-based, multi-language, free-content encyclopedia written 
collaboratively by volunteers. Sponsored by the nonprofit Wikimedia Foundation, it has 
editions in about 200 different languages. 

word cloud 
A way to graphically show the popularity of word usage in a document - the more a word 
is used the bigger the word appears in the graphic. Blogs or websites can use word clouds 
for a fun way to see the most popular words. See this free word cloud generator.  

word-of-mouth 
marketing 

Word-of-mouth marketing, sometimes called grassroots marketing or conversational 
marketing, is an umbrella term for dozens of techniques that can be used to engage and 
energize customers. By building relationships with influencers through WOM, marketers 
can get people to become so enthusiastic about a cause, product or service that they 
drive sales through conversations. 

WordPress WordPress is a popular open source blog publishing application.  

Yelp  A social media site where businesses are reviewed by people (called Yelpers) and rated on 
a 1-5 star system. Users can upload images to Yelp to add to their review. You can search 
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Terms Description 

for a business, restaurant, or see what's getting reviewed close to where you are. 

YOLO You Only Live Once 

YouTube 
A social media platform for sharing video content. You can create a "channel" to share 
your videos publicly or privately. You can also create an account to track the videos you 
watch and "subscribe" other YouTube members who post content. 
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Annex II - Database of tools 

 

Name: acast 
Link: https://www.acast.com  
Provider: Acast AB 
Date of creation: April 2014 

Description:  
acast is a Swedish startup company that markets paywalled content and dynamic ad space on a 
podcast hosting platform which can target advertising based on location, time, and any personal data 
they have, on any listening device. acast is a curated platform for podcasts that connects listeners, 
podcast creators, and advertisers in a fully integrated, one-stop shop. 

 

 

Name: Asana 
Link: https://asana.com  
Provider: Asana Inc. 
Date of creation: 2008 

Description: Asana is a web and mobile application designed to help teams track their work. Asana is 
web-based software-as-a-service (SaaS) designed to improve team collaboration. It focuses on 
allowing users to manage projects and tasks online without the use of email. 
Each team can create a workspace. Workspaces contain projects, and projects contain tasks. In each 
task, users can add notes, comments, attachments, and tags. Users can follow projects and tasks and, 
when the state of a project or task changes, followers get updates about the changes in their 
inboxes. 

 

 

Name: Blogger 
Link: https://www.blogger.com/  
Provider: Google LLC 
Date of creation: August 1999 

Description: Blogger is a blog-publishing service that allows multi-user blogs with time-stamped 
entries. It was developed by Pyra Labs, which was bought by Google in 2003. Generally, the blogs are 
hosted by Google at a subdomain of blogspot.com. Blogs can also be hosted in the registered custom 
domain of the blogger (like www.example.com) A user can have up to 100 blogs per account. Up 
until May 1, 2010, Blogger allowed users to publish blogs on other hosts, via FTP. All such blogs had 
(or still have) to be moved to Google's own servers, with domains other than blogspot.com allowed 
via custom URLs. Blogger allows its users to use their own domain free of charge. 

 

 

Name: Canva 
Link: https://www.canva.com  
Provider: Canva, Pty Ltd 
Date of creation: 2012 

Description: Canva is a free graphic-design tool website, founded in 2012. It uses a drag-and-drop 
format and provides access to over a million photographs, graphics, and fonts. It is used by non-
designers as well as professionals. The tools can be used for both web and print media design and 
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graphics. The company was founded 1 January 2012 in Australia by Melanie Perkins, who had 
previously founded Fusion Books, Australia's largest yearbook publisher. Canva rapidly became 
popular, with more than 750,000 users in its first year. Social-media and technology expert Guy 
Kawasaki joined the company as chief evangelist in April 2014. 
As of 2018, the company employs 200 people and has offices both in Australia and San Francisco. The 
firm has not yet made a profit. For the 2016-17 financial year, revenue increased from $AU 6.8m to 
$AU 23.5m, with losses of $3.3m. In January 2018 founder Melanie Perkins announced that during 
the most recent round of investor funding the company was valued at $US 1bn. 

 

 

Name: Coursera 
Link: https://www.coursera.org  
Provider: Coursera, Inc. 
Date of creation: April 2012 

Description: Coursera is a venture-backed, education-focused technology company founded by 
Stanford professors Andrew Ng and Daphne Koller that offers online courses- It works with 
universities and other organizations to offer online courses, specializations, and degrees in a variety 
of subjects, such as engineering, humanities, medicine, biology, social sciences, mathematics, 
business, computer science, digital marketing, data science, and others. 
As of October 2017, Coursera had more than 28 million registered users and more than 2,000 
courses. 

 

 

Name: Daycause 
Link: https://www.daycause.com  
Provider: HLKE 
Date of creation: 2014  

Description: Daycause is a crowdspeaking platform that lets individuals and companies rally people 
together to spread a message at the same time on social networks. With Daycause, you create 
powerful campaigns, recruit supporters, and get your content spread on Social Media. It helps you 
raise awareness among individuals, journalists, politicians, companies, etc.  Among other features, 
it does not have a supporter goal, your campaign is instantly approved, enables you to post 
updates. 

 

 

Name: Dropbox 
Link: https://www.dropbox.com  
Provider: Dropbox Inc. 
Date of creation: June 2007 

Description: Dropbox is a multi-platform file hosting service operated by American company 
Dropbox, Inc., headquartered in San Francisco, California, that offers cloud storage, file 
synchronization, personal cloud, and client software. Dropbox was founded in 2007, by MIT 
students Drew Houston and Arash Ferdowsi, as a startup company, with initial funding from seed 
accelerator Y Combinator. 
Dropbox can create a special folder on the user's computer, the contents of which are then 
synchronized to Dropbox's servers and to other computers and devices that the user has installed 
Dropbox on, keeping the same files up-to-date on all devices. 

https://www.coursera.org/
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Name: edX 
Link: https://www.edx.org  
Provider: edX, Inc. 
Date of creation: May 2012 

Description: edX is a massive open online course (MOOC) provider. It hosts online university-level 
courses in a wide range of disciplines to a worldwide student body, including some courses at no 
charge. It also conducts research into learning based on how people use its platform. EdX is a non-
profit organization and runs on the free Open edX open-source software platform. 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard University created edX in May 2012. More 
than 70 schools, non-profit organizations, and corporations offer or plan to offer courses on the 
edX website. As of 29 December 2017, edX has around 14 million students taking more than 1,800 
courses online. 

 

 

Name: Facebook 
Link: www.facebook.com  
Provider: Facebook Inc 
Date of creation: 2004 

Description: Facebook is an American online social media and social networking service company 
based in Menlo Park, California. The Facebook name comes from the face book directories often 
given to United States university students.  
After registering to use the site, users can create a customized profile indicating their name, 
occupation, schools attended and so on. Users can add other users as "friends", exchange 
messages, post status updates, share photos, videos and links, use various software applications 
("apps"), and receive notifications of activity. Additionally, users may join common-interest user 
groups organized by workplace, school, hobbies or other topics, and categorize their friends into 
lists such as "People From Work" or "Close Friends". Additionally, users can complain about or 
block unpleasant people. 
Facebook has more than 2 billion monthly active users as of June 2017. Its popularity has led to 
prominent media coverage for the company, including significant scrutiny over privacy and the 
psychological effects it has on users.  

 

 

Name: Garmin Connect 
Link: https://connect.garmin.com  
Provider: Garmin 
Date of creation:  

Description: Garmin Connect is an online training tool to store, analyse and share all your fitness 
activities. It has millions of users who run, bike, swim and hike. Garmin Connect works seamlessly 
with a Garmin device and supports all the user fitness goals. For example it can display a map, 
temperature, lap splits, a variety of graphs and the user notes for every activity, depending on the 
device, accessories and location. 
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Name: Google Adwords 
Link: https://adwords.google.com/home/   
Provider: Google LLC 
Date of creation: October 2000 

Description: Google AdWords is an online advertising service developed by Google, where 
advertisers pay to display brief advertising copy, product listings, and video content within the 
Google ad network to web users. Google AdWords' system is based partly on cookies and partly on 
keywords determined by advertisers. Google uses these characteristics to place advertising copy 
on pages where they think it might be relevant. Advertisers pay when users divert their browsing 
to click on the advertising copy. Partner websites receive a portion of the generated income.  
AdWords has evolved into Google's main source of revenue, contributing to Google's total 
advertising revenues of USD $43.7 billion in 2012. AdWords offers services such as pay-per-click 
(PPC) advertising and cost-per-acquisition (CPA) advertising.  

 

 

Name: Google Analytics 
Link: https://www.google.com/analytics  
Provider: Google LLC 
Date of creation: November 2005 

Description: Google Analytics is a freemium web analytics service offered by Google that tracks 
and reports website traffic. Google launched the service in November 2005 after acquiring Urchin. 
Google Analytics is now the most widely used web analytics service on the Internet. Google 
Analytics is offered also in two additional versions: the subscription-based Google Analytics 360, 
previously Google Analytics Premium, targeted at enterprise users, and Google Analytics for 
Mobile Apps, an SDK that allows gathering usage data from iOS and Android Apps. 
Integrated with AdWords, users can now review online campaigns by tracking landing page quality 
and conversions (goals). Goals might include sales, lead generation, viewing a specific page, or 
downloading a particular file. Google Analytics' approach is to show high-level, dashboard-type 
data for the casual user, and more in-depth data further into the report set. Google Analytics 
analysis can identify poorly performing pages with techniques such as funnel visualization, where 
visitors came from (referrers), how long they stayed on the website and their geographical 
position. It also provides more advanced features, including custom visitor segmentation. Google 
Analytics e-commerce reporting can track sales activity and performance. The e-commerce reports 
show a site's transactions, revenue, and many other commerce-related metrics. 
On September 29, 2011, Google Analytics launched Real Time analytics, enabling a user to have 
insight about visitors currently on the site. A user can have 100 site profiles. Each profile generally 
corresponds to one website. It is limited to sites which have a traffic of fewer than 5 million 
pageviews per month (roughly 2 pageviews per second) unless the site is linked to an AdWords 
campaign. Google Analytics includes Google Website Optimizer, rebranded as Google Analytics 
Content Experiments. Google Analytics' Cohort analysis feature helps understand the behaviour of 
component groups of users apart from your user population. It is beneficial to marketers and 
analysts for successful implementation of a marketing strategy. 
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Name: Google Drive 
Link: https://www.google.com/drive  
Provider: Google LLC 
Date of creation: April 2012 

Description: Google Drive is a file storage and synchronization service developed by Google that 
allows users to store files on their servers, synchronize files across devices, and share files.  
Google Drive encompasses Google Docs, Sheets and Slides, an office suite that permits 
collaborative editing of documents, spreadsheets, presentations, drawings, forms, and more. Files 
created and edited through the office suite are saved in Google Drive. 
Google Drive offers users 15 gigabytes of free storage, with optional paid plans.  
Users can change privacy settings for individual files and folders, including enabling sharing with 
other users or making content public.  

 

 

Name: Instagram 
Link: https://www.instagram.com  
Provider: Facebook Inc. 
Date of creation: October 2010 

Description: Instagram is a photo and video-sharing social networking service owned by Facebook, 
Inc. The app allows users to upload photos and videos to the service, which can be edited with 
various filters, and organized with tags and location information. An account's posts can be shared 
publicly or with pre-approved followers. Users can browse other users' content by tags and 
locations, and view trending content. Users can "like" photos and follow other users to add their 
content to a feed. 
After its launch in 2010, Instagram rapidly gained popularity, with one million registered users in 
two months, 10 million in a year, and ultimately 800 million as of September 2017. In April 2012, 
Facebook acquired the service for approximately US$1 billion in cash and stock. As of October 
2015, over 40 billion photos have been uploaded to the service.  

 

 

Name: iTunes 
Link: https://www.apple.com/itunes/  
Provider: Apple Inc. 
Date of creation: January 2001 

Description: iTunes is a media player, media library, Internet radio broadcaster, and mobile device 
management application developed by Apple Inc. It was announced on January 9, 2001. It is used 
to play, download, and organize digital multimedia files, including music and video, on personal 
computers running the macOS and Windows operating systems. Content must be purchased 
through the iTunes Store, whereas iTunes is the software letting users manage their purchases. 
The original and main focus of iTunes is music, with a library offering organization, collection, and 
storage of users' music collections. It can be used to rip songs from CDs, as well as play content 
with the use of dynamic, smart playlists. Options for sound optimizations exist, as well as ways to 
wirelessly share the iTunes library. In 2005, Apple expanded on the core features with video 
support, later also adding podcasts, e-books, and a section for managing mobile apps for Apple's 
iOS operating system, the last of which it discontinued in 2017. 
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Name: LinkedIn 
Link: https://www.linkedin.com  
Provider: Microsoft 
Date of creation:  December 2002 

Description: LinkedIn is a business- and employment-oriented service that operates via websites 
and mobile apps. it is mainly used for professional networking, including employers posting jobs 
and job seekers posting their CVs. LinkedIn allows members (both workers and employers) to 
create profiles and "connections" to each other in an online social network which may represent 
real-world professional relationships. Members can invite anyone (whether an existing member or 
not) to become a connection. The "gated-access approach" (where contact with any professional 
requires either an existing relationship or an introduction through a contact of theirs) is intended 
to build trust among the service's members.  
Based in the United States, the tool, is available in more than 20 languages. 

 

 

Name: MailChimp 
Link: https://mailchimp.com  
Provider: The Rocket Science Group 
Date of creation: 2001 

Description: MailChimp is a marketing automation platform and an email marketing service that 
gives the user users the possibility to create and send email marketing campaigns, connect with the clients 

and see their performance (trough automatic reports)., created by Rocket Science Group, an American 
company founded in 2001. MailChimp began as a paid service and added a freemium option in 
2009. Within a year its user base had grown from 85,000 to 450,000. By June 2014, it was sending 
over 10 billion emails per month on behalf of its users. 

 

 

Name: Mega 
Link: https://mega.nz/  
Provider: Mega Ltd. 
Date of creation: January 2013 

Description: Mega provides user-encrypted cloud file storage, including file and folder sharing for 
easy online collaboration together with fully encrypted text/voice/video chat. 
With MEGA data is encrypted and decrypted transparently in the browser, on the fly. High-speed 
parallel batch uploading and downloading with resume capability are integral parts of the Mega 
service. The user-controlled encryption, initially only available through web access, is now 
supported by apps on iOS, Android and Windows Phone, in addition to plugins for Firefox and 
Google Chrome. The MEGA desktop app provides automatic file syncing, streaming and transfer 
management and is available for Windows, macOS and all major Linux distributions. 
Mega apps are available in 48 languages and serve users in more than 245 countries/territories. 

 

 

Name: Polar Flow 
Link: https://flow.polar.com/  
Provider: Polar Electro Oy 
Date of creation: 2015 
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Description: Polar Flow an online window into training, daily activity and sleep. (There’s that 
definition again!). It’s the place where you can see, analyse and understand the data that you’re 
tracking with your Polar product. Polar Flow is a powerful tool that you can use in a variety of ways 
depending on what you want to do. For example: Gauge your current fitness level; plan your 
training and see how you progress. 

 

 

Name: Prezi 
Link: https://prezi.com  
Provider: Prezi Inc. 
Date of creation: April 2009 

Description: Prezi is the presentation platform that helps you connect more powerfully with your 
audience and customers. Unlike slides, Prezi’s single, interactive canvas encourages conversation 
and collaboration, making your overall presentation more engaging, persuasive, and memorable. 
Prezi’s latest offering, Prezi Next, is a full-lifecycle presentation platform so everyone can easily 
create visually stunning presentations, deliver them in a more natural and conversational way, and 
analyse their effectiveness. Founded in 2009, and with offices in San Francisco, Budapest, and 
Mexico City, Prezi now fosters a community of over 85 million users and over 325 million Prezi 
presentations around the world. Its investors include Accel Partners, Spectrum Equity, and TED 
conferences. 

 

 

Name: Relive 
Link: https://www.relive.cc  
Provider: Relive 
Date of creation: April 2016 

Description: Relive is a free app, which turns runs and rides into 3D videos for free.  Users get to 
share the highlights, stunning views and best moments of their adventures in a new way. They can 
find the nicest roads and trails, track their activity, and take some pictures. 

 

 

Name: SendBlaster 
Link: http://www.sendblaster.com/    
Provider: eDisplay srl 
Date of creation: 2009  

Description: SendBlaster is a bulk email software to manage your mailing lists and set up email 
marketing campaigns in few easy steps. SendBlaster combines into one product the practicality of 
a mass email software with the flexibility of a bulk email web service. On the one hand you create 
newsletters and manage lists directly on your desktop: on the other you get a cloud email tracking 
service to handle reporting and improve your email campaigns. 

 

 

Name: Slack 
Link: https://slack.com/  
Provider: Slack Technologies 
Date of creation: August 2013 

Description: Slack is a cloud-based set of proprietary team collaboration tools and services, 
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founded by Stewart Butterfield. Slack began as an internal tool used by their company, Tiny Speck, 
in the development of Glitch, a now defunct online game. The name is an acronym for "Searchable 
Log of All Conversation and Knowledge". 
Slack teams allow communities, groups, or teams to join through a specific URL or invitation sent 
by a team admin or owner. Although Slack was meant for organizational communication, it has 
been slowly turning into a community platform, a function for which users had previously used 
message boards or social media such as Facebook or LinkedIn groups. Many of these communities 
are categorized by topics which a group of people may be interested in discussing. 
Public channels allow team members to communicate without the use of email or group SMS 
(texting). They are open to everyone in the chat provided they have first been invited to join the 
client. Private channels allow for private conversation between smaller sects of the overall group. 
These can be used to break up large teams into their own respective projects. Direct messages 
allow users to send private messages to a specific user rather than a group of people. Direct 
messages can include up to nine people (the originator plus eight people). Once started this direct 
message group can be converted to a private channel. 

 

 

Name: Snapchat 
Link: https://www.snapchat.com    
Provider: Snap. Inc 
Date of creation: September 2011 

Description: Snapchat is a multimedia messaging app popular in North America and Europe. 
One of the principal concepts of Snapchat is that pictures and messages are only available for a 
short time before they become inaccessible. The app has evolved from originally focusing on 
person-to-person photo sharing to presently featuring "Stories" of 24-hour chronological content, 
along with "Discover" to let brands show ad-supported short-form entertainment. As of February 
2018, Snapchat has 187 million daily active users. 

 

 

Name: SoundCloud 
Link: https://soundcloud.com/  
Provider: SoundCloud Limited 
Date of creation: October 2008 

Description: SoundCloud is an online audio distribution platform based in Berlin, Germany that 
enables its users to upload, record, promote and share their originally-created sounds. 
SoundCloud lets people discover and enjoy the greatest selection of music from the most diverse 
creator community on earth. Since launching in 2008, the platform has become renowned for its 
unique content and features, including the ability to share music and connect directly with artists, 
as well as unearth breakthrough tracks, raw demos, podcasts and more. This is made possible by 
an open platform that directly connects creators and their fans across the globe. Music and audio 
creators use SoundCloud to both share and monetise their content with a global audience, as well 
as receive detailed stats and feedback from the SoundCloud community. 
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Name: Strava 
Link: https://www.strava.com  
Provider: Strava, Inc. 
Date of creation: 2009 

Description: Strava is a website and mobile app used to track athletic activity via satellite 
navigation and then upload and share such activities. Styled as a "Social Network for Athletes", it 
can be used for a number of sporting activities however the most popular activities tracked using 
the software are cycling and running. Users upload their routes and are provided with their times 
across distances and community-created "segments". Free to use for many, it reserves some 
premium features for fee-paying users. Users can also participate in challenges and view enhanced 
statistical analysis of their activities and combine the activities with additional data such as heart 
rate or power. 
First founded in 2009, it is now used in several countries across the world. Its headquarters are 
located in San Francisco, California. As of March 2015, there were an estimated one million active 
users and around 200,000 premium users. 

 

 

Name: Thunderclap 
Link: https://www.thunderclap.it  
Provider: Thunderclap, Inc. 
Date of creation: May 2012 

Description: Thunderclap is a platform that lets individuals and companies rally people together to 
spread a message. The site uses a model similar to crowdfunding sites such as Kickstarter, in that if 
the campaign does not meet its desired number of supporters in the given time frame, the 
organizer receives none of the donations. This is referred to as "crowdspeaking". Backers are 
required to copy the original message in tweets or social media posts. 

 

Name: Trello 
Link: https://trello.com  
Provider: Atlassian 
Date of creation: September 2011 

Description: Trello is a web-based project management application originally made by Fog Creek 
Software in 2011, that was spun out to form the basis of a separate company in 2014 and later sold 
to Atlassian in January 2017. Trello has a variety of work and personal uses including real estate 
management, software project management, school bulletin boards, lesson planning, accounting, 
web design, gaming and law office case management. A rich API as well as email-in capability 
enables integration with enterprise systems, or with cloud-based integration services like IFTTT 
and Zapier. 

 

 

Name: Tumblr 
Link: https://www.tumblr.com/  
Provider: Yahoo 
Date of creation: February 2007 

Description: Tumblr is a microblogging and social networking website founded by David Karp in 
2007, and owned by Oath Inc. The service allows users to post multimedia and other content to a 
short-form blog. Users can follow other users' blogs. Bloggers can also make their blogs private. 

https://www.strava.com/
https://www.thunderclap.it/
https://trello.com/
https://www.tumblr.com/
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For bloggers many of the website's features are accessed from a "dashboard" interface. 
As of April 8, 2018, Tumblr hosts over 406.9 million blogs. As of January 2016, the website had 555 
million monthly visitors. 

 

 

Name: Twitter 
Link: https://twitter.com  
Provider: Twitter, Inc. 
Date of creation: March 2006 

Description: Twitter is an online news and social networking service on which users post and 
interact with messages known as "tweets". Tweets were originally restricted to 140 characters, but 
on November 7, 2017, this limit was doubled for all languages except Japanese, Korean, and 
Chinese. Registered users can post tweets, but those who are unregistered can only read them. 
Users access Twitter through its website interface, through Short Message Service (SMS) or 
mobile-device application software ("app").  

 

 

Name: WhatsApp Messenger 
Link: www.whatsapp.com  
Provider: WhatsApp Inc. 
Date of creation: 2009 

Description: WhatsApp Messenger is a freeware and cross-platform instant messaging and Voice 
over IP (VoIP) service. The application allows the sending of text messages and voice calls, as well 
as video calls, images and other media, documents, and user location. The application runs from a 
mobile device though it is also accessible from desktop computers; the service uses standard 
cellular mobile numbers.  
By February 2018, WhatsApp had a user base of over one and a half billion, making it the most 
popular messaging application at the time. WhatsApp has grown in multiple countries, including 
Brazil, India, and large parts of Europe. 

 

 

Name: Wordpress 
Link: https://wordpress.org/  
Provider: WordPress Foundation 
Date of creation: May 2003 

Description: WordPress is a free and open-source content management system (CMS) based on 
PHP and MySQL. To function, WordPress has to be installed on a web server, which would either 
be part of an Internet hosting service or a network host in its own right. An example of the first 
scenario may be a service like WordPress.com, and the second case could be a computer running 
the software package WordPress.org. A local computer may be used for single-user testing and 
learning purposes. Features include a plugin architecture and a template system. WordPress is 
used by 30.6% of the top 10 million websites as of April 2018. As such, WordPress is the most 
popular website management or blogging system in use on the Web, supporting more than 60 
million websites. WordPress has also been used for other application domains such as pervasive 
display systems (PDS). 
 

https://twitter.com/
http://www.whatsapp.com/
https://wordpress.org/
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Name: YouTube 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/  
Provider: YouTube, LLC 
Date of creation: February 2005 

Description: YouTube is an American video-sharing website that allows users to upload, view, rate, 
share, add to favourites, report, comment on videos, and subscribe to other users. It offers a wide 
variety of user-generated and corporate media videos. Available content includes video clips, TV 
show clips, music videos, short and documentary films, audio recordings, movie trailers, live 
streams, and other content such as video blogging, short original videos, and educational videos. 
Most of the content on YouTube is uploaded by individuals, but media corporations including CBS, 
the BBC, Vevo, and Hulu offer some of their material via YouTube as part of the YouTube 
partnership program. Unregistered users can only watch videos on the site, while registered users 
are permitted to upload an unlimited number of videos and add comments to videos. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/
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Annex III - Websites/Tools/Applications Referenced in the document 

Name of entity/ 
application/website/tool 

URL 

acast https://www.acast.com/  

Asana https://asana.com/ 

AT4T http://www.at4t.org/ 

Astronomisk Ungdom https://www.astronomiskungdom.se/ 

Bee Active https://www.facebook.com/Bee-Active-Timisoara-168901659798791/ 

Canva https://www.canva.com/  

Contextos http://www.contextos.org.pt/ 

Coursera https://www.coursera.org/ 

Daycause https://www.daycause.com/  

Dropbox https://www.dropbox.com/ 

Educatio Association www.asociatiaeducatio.ro 

edX https://www.edx.org/ 

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/  

Facebook Groups https://www.facebook.com/groups/  

Freethem http://www.freethem.no/ 

G.A.C. Holargos https://www.gas-holargos.gr/ 

Garmin Connect https://connect.garmin.com/en-US/  

Google Adwords https://adwords.google.com/home/ 

Google Analytics https://www.google.com/analytics/  

Google Drive https://www.google.com/drive/ 

Grön Ungdom https://gronungdom.se/  

https://www.acast.com/
https://asana.com/
https://www.astronomiskungdom.se/
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.coursera.org/
https://www.daycause.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/
http://www.asociatiaeducatio.ro/
https://www.edx.org/
https://www.facebook.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
http://www.freethem.no/
https://www.gas-holargos.gr/
https://connect.garmin.com/en-US/
https://adwords.google.com/home/
https://www.google.com/analytics/
https://www.google.com/drive/
https://gronungdom.se/
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Name of entity/ 
application/website/tool 

URL 

HiMOTIV https://www.himotiv.com/  

ICT4YOUTHWORK http://www.ict4youthwork.eu/ 

Instagram https://www.instagram.com/ 

iTunes https://www.apple.com/itunes/  

Jagvillhabostad.nu http://jagvillhabostad.nu/ 

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/ 

LinkedIn Groups https://www.linkedin.com/groups/  

Mailchimp https://mailchimp.com/  

MEGA https://mega.nz/ 

Ofensiva Tinerilor http://www.ofensivatinerilor.ro/ 

Polar Flow https://flow.polar.com/  

Prezi https://prezi.com/  

RELIVE https://www.relive.cc/  

SendBlaster http://www.sendblaster.com/  

Slack https://slack.com/ 

Snapchat https://www.snapchat.com/  

SoundCloud https://soundcloud.com/  

Svenska Kyrkans Unga https://svenskakyrkansunga.se/ 

Sverok https://sverok.se/ 

Team Surrey Triathlon Club https://activity.ussu.co.uk/triathlon 

Thunderclap https://www.thunderclap.it/  

Trello www.trello.com 

https://www.himotiv.com/
http://www.ict4youthwork.eu/
https://www.instagram.com/
https://www.apple.com/itunes/
http://jagvillhabostad.nu/
https://www.linkedin.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/
https://mailchimp.com/
https://flow.polar.com/
https://prezi.com/
https://www.relive.cc/
http://www.sendblaster.com/
https://slack.com/
https://www.snapchat.com/
https://soundcloud.com/
https://svenskakyrkansunga.se/
https://sverok.se/
https://activity.ussu.co.uk/triathlon
https://www.thunderclap.it/
http://www.trello.com/
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Name of entity/ 
application/website/tool 

URL 

Twitter https://twitter.com/ 

UF Stockholm https://www.facebook.com/UFStockholm/  

Unga Aktiesparare https://www.ungaaktiesparare.se/ 

Ungdomar https://ungdomar.se/ 

University of Porto  www.uporto.pt 

WhatsApp https://www.whatsapp.com/ 

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/  

Zury Association https://zury.org/ 

 

 

https://twitter.com/
https://www.facebook.com/UFStockholm/
https://www.ungaaktiesparare.se/
https://ungdomar.se/
http://www.uporto.pt/
https://www.whatsapp.com/
https://www.youtube.com/

